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= Tzar Ferdinand at Head Quarters ,, 1 a ae sil a iy j German Army, on a Visit 
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= A Very Important Question . . ,, 2 | rs 4 ih , i i portance is attached to the announced visit j : Teh oo L i r al a Hy My, hi Z of Tzar Ferdinand to Kaiser Wilhelm at the _ “Lusitania Question” Favorable .. ,, 8 t ( oc i i \ if? = 7 Quarters of the German army. 
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train between Petersburg and Sorozkajabucht, yt ; a) to say, that the wise decision of King Fer- 
| which connects the capital directly with the ( } l Rane) = Mh J | dinand, to side with the Central Powers, } 

‘ White Sea, has started yesterday. | i Yay | { had a quite powerful influence upon the . | 
| Consuls Recalled. | NG x SS course of the Great Campaign, and his ser- } 
} Sofia, Thursday. Owing to existing military } } vices are thoroughly recognised. In his own | 

conditions it has been thought advisable to interests and those of his country, in joining 
Withdraw the Greek and Roumanian Consuls \ & the Central Powers, Tzar Ferdinand followed 
from Monastir. b ree * the one course which was destined to wipe 

Against Conssription foMiauts Se ee Co eee |: | out effectually the results of the never fo 
| London, ‘Thursday. The Union se Me s be forgotten treachery of Bulgaria’s former which had held aloof a Paha aes t 13 f ally, the Servian nation. . 
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Essad Pasha’s Request i , ‘ Me. 
Geneva, Thursday. According to an Athens The Bishop of London (to the heroic| crews of the “Baralong’ and “King Stephen” : ‘England Kaiser Gree ts 

ee es sorrento stands solid behind you. The Germans have killed all chivalry in this war.” (Extract from 
hether, in case it shou! ECO! A 5 the C. T. by the roonist A: M. CAY: ° ’ ° 
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i Be se ce uel Resins Cabin oye . ‘al ° sie dice tells puleing at ee ii ho are by religion Roman Catho- i me a iMncwataTemaes me | British and German Financial Comparisons | ist iiv'oninirtscs ft 
; Hungarian forces and are acting in the capacity é the leading Politicians an Military men of advance guard in the march upon Durazzo. | State Secretary of the Treasury Doctor| Helfferich Takes Up The Challenge of of Germany and Bulgaria, all in-uniform, 
| , ° ite unique scene. 

| fi ee ie Penet Mou Sir Edward Holden And Asks Some Counter Questions. False Reports Oh i ce he dee ‘cinaad 
| lew York, Thursday. ‘ ‘ Dre ire eae 

rted for Europe with the purpose of . i e toast to his distinguished guest: 
reassign < reach Mak ob Sb wiilldns it About Germany Which Serve in| Place of the Truth os England. Dee eauk os teal 

Dollars. Security will be given in the form of iti ble as much Per Capita as Teutons. in my own name and that of my army and 
American bonds. British Peop le Pay Dou | e people. Just as the meeting on the blood 

Zeppelin Damages It was an unfortunate day for Sir Edward | are the chief questions, answers and counter Counter-question. Can it be unknown to Sir | contested ground of Nisch will forever 
Amsterdam, Thursday. It ee gees Su Holden, Managing Director of the City and | questions. | Edward Holden that England’s imports dur- | remain unforgotten in the annals of the 
Re ee ee ean idland hen he under- ing the war have enormously increased, its | history of Germany and Bulgaria, as the a Zeppelin raid over England was at Birmingham Midland Bank of London, when he nn QUESTIONS AND THEIR ANSWERS. plea tan lier baewadly cd | | sisibte’ evidente:'e? a. true brotherly. silly 

i factories and 31 houses were | took to make attacks upon the conditions \ : expi lecreased } 1 a 

| oo earl spel of German finances, for he has been taken | Question 1. Had Germany Credits abroad | by half, and that in consequence of that | in Arms, so likewise I see in this visit of | demolished. choker ees ia Hoek ab Doctor Helfferich, the State | at the time of the outbreak of the war, do | England finds itself in a far more difficult | Your Majesty this day a symbol of the unity 
New York Tarn dineienuit Berg of the | Secretary a the Treasury wine completely | they still exist or have they entirely dis- | position than Germany to be able to finance | of our Realms. That unity has not been 

| “Appam” has requested that he be allowed to | Gemolishes the rash utterances of the English- | 4Ppeared? fi eee) __ | its imports? brought about merely by political and 
remain in Norfolk without being interned. He | ito had set himself to ask a number Reply. Germany went to war having credits They Are Not Exhausted. commercial interests. It is built upon oft 
says ,that he ig able to continue the journey | OF) adin questions regarding the latest | @broad, just the same as England. That Question 3. Admitted that the credits of | repeated cordial expressions of sympathy re- 

! aboard the “Appam.” speech of Doctor Helfferich in the Reichstag, | Milliards of such credits still exist, Sir | Germany abroad are exhausted and the ex- | spect and confidence, a confidence which has 
Pssad for Corfu : : f showing that the state- | Edward Holden can well ascertain, they | ports reduced, is it not a fact that Germany | been sealed with the blood shed by the séns of 

Athens, Thursday. According to news re- ee eo ae and mislead- | having been unlawfully placed under com- | has sold almost all its American, Swiss, | both countries in a joint contest for the one } ceived Essad Pasha and his ry ae = ing throughout. pulsory supervision in England and its; Dutch, Scandinavian and even Russian | ideal. May it be granted to the Bulgarian 

er Se ea . be 80,000, The questions asked by Sir Edward Holden, — ee tte ee aremcnsid ‘ eee a age ers 68 a hig a vahie ike | Oo meee : ; ; led to be of unter-question. er nswer. Germany has n ship of Your Majesty, 

oe eons pbery ae ' ee ae te taken lish Credits which were outstanding abroad | its possessions of foreign secnrities, which | the acquired territory so that its present 
es ia tie English Nee as being weighty and | at the commencemint of the war? Must | had been accumulated as reserves in view of | and the future may be guaranteed. I raise 

| ‘ 7 sgeotennal reached | showing that the optimistic speech of Doctor | Of not imagine them to have become €x- | possible hard times, for the purpose of pay- | my glass to the welfare of the victorious 
ee pias The Italians | Helfferich was based upon false arguments. | hausted, seeing that at the meeting at which | ments to foreign countries. But theGerman | Bulgarian army, to the proud Bulgarian 

Deen 3000 ee Valona os The State Secretary of the Treasury however | Sit Edward spoke fe bore witness to the | holdings of foreign securities are not at all | people and to its illustrious leader, To 
Sr pass strong a reslraice as poss- | not only answers the questions asked by Sir | decline in the exchange upon the sovereign, | exhausted; on the contrary their sales con- | His Majesty the Tzar of the Bulgarians, 

“ i : = Sas hich would have fallen still further had | tinue upon a large scale, a fact of which | Hurrah!” ible there. The Austro-Hungarian aeroplanists Edward, in clear, succinct and convincing | Ww! 7 are | 

= ce cite over Durazzo and have dropped | Se showing that every word he said England not received a loan from America? | England must have knowledge in ee "ear Ferdinand» toast: 
bombs in the camp of Essad Pasha and amongst in bis Reichstag speech was fully justified, Question 2. Has not the export trade of | the contents of its recent robberies of mai Eta which'Taay-Peedinand replied: 
the shipping lying in the harbor. but further he utterly breaks down the pos- | Germany sunk heavily aud thereby a blow bags. : Set ou ree Ne ait ieee Gite ig cogs cleankee’ that Yaa 

| England’s Greatest Needs. ition taken up by Sir Edward Holden, with | been struck at the financial standing of the essing hot ~~ 2 q 5 i | the journey hither, in order once more to 
Londom, Thursday. In aspeech at Manchester, | 4. series of counter-questions which reflect | country? Edward Ho! . at Eng! tion of fee tu. | personally thank Your Majesty for having 

Mr. Runciman said that the greatest trouble | <1 upon the financial stability and resources | Reply. Yes! The. exports of Germany | pelled to pay the, major portion ‘ally | conferred npon me the Fieldmarshal Staff. that Great Britaim had known throughout the | (° Got Britain and show up some of the | have fallen much, but the imports of Ger- | ports in foreign securities and quite especially Déigly: minal bp the grates Ga } war had beem the lack of ships for transport rincipal fallacies and bluffs whereby it is | many—thanks to the illegal measures of Eng- | in American bonds, and that it has even iguitieant-woeds in which; Your! apie 

urposes. The Admiralty had more than ten | PHC PA Oe ish i i as ikewi he imports will | been necessary for England to take this | S!2 . ; ;, | and merchant ships at its disposal for | Sought to mislead the English in particular | land—have likewise fallen. _ - wit | matter of the American’ securities into ite | deigned to address me it has been a quite 

military purposes and thousands more were | and the med te Geen ee betevieg het berks a Bae sa Sako wie, own hands, and that Sir Edward in his | Special satisfaction to me to be able here: 
wanted. The trouble was further increased by { all is right in the financial position in Great manner the needfy , alent Hae ts (Continued cv’ Page te 

the demands of the allies of England. Britain when all is wrong. The following | the exports, age 2,
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2 THE CONTINENTAL TIMES, FRIDAY FEBRUARY 11, 1916. Rh Sete ey eee 
s ; 7 However, in so attacking such a keen and | Brjfi: ind , n iz 7 , The Continental Times |g. ycrics tmancer as the Sate Seaetty | DSH Amd German, |AUSTRIA-HUNGARY| The Open Tribune 

Published Three Times aWeek: Monday, Wednesday,Friday. | of the Treasury, Sir Edward “caught a Cink aA ; Ambiulating Cinematograph Sent by 
» epee Coomopeities Newsrapen, Oa. Tartar’. Doctor Helfferich is not of those shdect a “en - ag ie ‘duty ét all Baroness Luzie Fries-Skene To O Read. ed in the interests of Ame: 4 . ; ‘i : : ; 
Medium for Advertisers in America and Europe, | likely to quietly submit to a hostile catechism a jidttinelh to Give ed thee Adictlisd de 0 The Nallan Front: FH o Var Neaders. 

..+» Address all Communications to. ..... | from a financier, who undertakes to try and | ""8!!Si Peay e ee 
Sat : curities for that purpose ? the Ablisciitnt. of We shall be glad to publish any com The Continental Times show him that he does not know what he Lie eg ; i ‘ail xan 

German Office: has been talking about, without replying. The fourth question concerning guldens the Soldiers. mumication from our readers, must as 

Berlin W.50, Augsburger Strasse 38 And with characteristic alertness. and | 4 marks, was nlot comprehensible. Chart d Society . | méributors to attach name and address to 
ds : Tabet: mga ba readiness, the State Secretary of the Treasury od a ps «ora pay in Rou- ariy an ociely their letters. These will be published. anony- : 

rietors and Publishers C. ‘e & Co., Lid. i ian wheal « and if so, how was «sti, ‘ ‘ ° - : Responsible Editor—Aubrey Stanhope, Berlin W, has picked up the gauntlet thrown down by i€ that the sunidie fe eer iv the Retchs. Eightieth Birthday of Princess Pauline mously, f 80 desired. The Continental Times 
Protea by R Saling & Co, Beri SW. Sir Edward Holden, and not only makes bank stat (2 : Metternich. Count Andreas Csekonics . : ia 

Subsctiption Rates reply to all questions asked by the English | P@™* Statement : ‘ : : is not responsible for the opinions of the By outs . — are ae City: Magnate, but pats~counter-questions fo - Answer. German, ‘ did not pay for the Celebrates Jubilee as President ae tagins' td Gas cslliig.. COMME tos ae 

Bonag : A, Guden flongery’ : : 3 Rosen |, Sit, Edward which make the Managing | “Cumamian grain in gold; only the export of Hengartan Red’‘Cross requested to limit the length of their letters 
Switzerland: ; $f Francs Germany ©.’ aMarke | Director of the London and City Bank | ‘ties were paid in’ gold and that out of Association. 5 id the : ; 
ADVERTISING RATES on appdcation to the Manager. | appear exceedingly naive, one might in truth | *e current gold supplies. eee to the utmost, im order to avo necerety ; 

Ail advertisements should be handed in or sent direct | use a far less polite word. In reply to Sir Edward Holden’s strictures | Vienna, Thursday. Amongst the many | o¢ curtailing by the Editor. 
o the office or through a recognised Advertising Agent, |/ wien it is told that a man of mature | UPOn the amount of! paper money in circul- | most case which the ingenuity of 

tate 7 . ion i i ld be donators to the alleviation of the Edito ider suitable i Di 1 ation in Germany, the answer and counter | wou ; ‘ « c “ 
maonweypes’ con unio eh dromeanaae' assume oe ae ha ae det ie eee question is given as follows: Seeing that the | monotony of the lives of our soldiers at the Misleading the Public. 

ay Te ator “ mia Parliament, affects to believe that there have | English sovereign Was in Holland a disagio | front have thought out, is one which is sure | 7, so Editor. epee 7 ; ries i of 10 per cent how/ can it be stated that | to be very highly prized. It is the idea of i 3 ‘ 
On sale in principal cities of Europe been riots in Berlin, in which women and ld audaoten ch h | t th Baroness Luzie Fries-Skene President of the It is a quite remarkable thing to note how 

and the United States.—The Contiuental Times | children have been shot down by the police | £0¢ 41@ 0! yee ome value at the 7 . i systematically the leading English politicians 
& delivered aboard all incoming and’ outgoing | because they clamored for bread—a report | Damk of England? | Does Sir Edward not | War Dames Committee of Triest and consists throw dust into the eyes of the British public. * steamers. ier ee know that the ex; of gold to the ally | Of a fully equipped cinematograph train sae y ‘ . quite absurd and absolutely devoid of P g' oth y y a Even in his latest speech, concerning the rm a ‘ s France is forbidde: Sir Edward talks of | which is to be despached to the soldiers Stee P % % 

|foundation—one can judge of the trust- ? mY ; ; ; : greater restriction of the blockade, Sir Edward , 4 A Very Imprint Moting. | wont a rors iiss | amo Me | tere Ae oe |g ee ty ew ee 
No event could be conceived more lending : o Sar ae eae c ae that know that no such banks have the right to | already but they are erected in buildings and political ted er aa a ag by re ; 

itself to political conjecture than the announced | hice vi 5 Be bes ie He $e ecretary | issue notes ? Ne being stationary a great many of the soldiers | fering to German atrocities, ie athe 
visit of Tzar Ferdinand of Bulgaria to the | ©' >iale tas : ke aa, ee Acae ; feat never see them. But this particular cinema- | °4y knows, and specially Sir Edward Grey, 
German’ Staff Head Quarters as guest of | 4" casy thoroughness clearly showing how 2 eee eres Reply. 4 tograph enterprise is different from all | 4° mot exist and have never existed except Kaiser Wilhelm. It is an event of the utmost | Poorly informed the English financier is as Question 8 Will Doctor Helfferich reply | oth ers, inasmuch as it is transportable. The | 1 the distorted and vindictive imaginations 

interest, sure to lead to an exchange of views | 'egards conditions existing in this country. | categorically to the question as to whether | whole outfit, which includes a readily fixed of a few a such “ eae Doyle who 
that may have all important resilts. Both \ the gold deposits annjounced as being in the | yp hall for the audience, is carried in three | Have aa ta « the trouble to prove any 
Monarchs are noted for their cleverness and ee rt Reichsbank are in truth there, or whether they waggons furnished with the best of springs ae “iat ma %, é ane 

‘mental: activity, both have taken their roles ; : : are not deposited in institutions outside of | in yiew of the probability of bad roads, In ‘ a ; e ees ki Te cad ie oe 
as leaders of their peoples as a mostserious | Kasser Greets Bulgarian King | Germany. Be d the first waggon there is the benzine | Dalziel makes a ha ; o a antly f ng 
and holy duty, both have worked hard in |. (Continued from page 1.) Answer. The categorical answer is that | feq eight horse power dynamo which <e ae . lo ea Se aad is t 
their own countries and have brought them | on German soil and at the German Head | "ot a single ounce of gold less than that | will be ample for furnishing the necessary | D°"S Tite : i eigit ce s oe 
success’ and prosperity by the wisdom: of | Quarters, to express to Your Majesty, as announced as being ‘jn the treasury of the | gtectric current for the projection apparatus | #7078s ie ae Poaceae dh onl 
their rule. ‘the supreme head of the invincible German | Reichsbank is lying tf ere. Z and also provide for the lighting of the He is systematica ly replied to by Lord Robert 

- The energetic and dominating personality | troops, my sincere wonder at the grandiose Counter - question, jIs it known to Sir | Kino, In the second waggon the projection pee the Parliamentary oe for Foreign 
of Kaiser Wilhelm must appeal in the highest | feats of fame, which, owing to the grace of | Edward Holden that the Bank of England, |‘ apparatus is securely packed and the various Affairs, in a ae a I a the im- 
degree to Tzar Ferdinand, and, on the other | God, the incomparable German people have | i” its statement of old Teserves, includes appurtenances, including lamps of two Bresero MON, Hig uouec timat the English ; 

\ hand, the Emperor of Germany will feel a | achieved. The gracious visit of Your Majesty | the gold lying in ada (Ottawa) and there | hundred candle power. On the third ; Prisoners are maltreated but that he is not 
; : ; i i ae : & i Y a position to ascertain the full truth. It thoroughly congenial interest in the King | to Nisch has been inscribed in letters of | Counted as gold reser! e? Can Sir Edward waggon there is built an Orchestrion which | i : er a : w . ei 

of: Bulgaria who has earned for himself the | gold in the annals of the Bulgarian people | #sert that the gold belonging to Belgium, | is covered with a weather proof shelter. It nue one i ue hae ey so the British 
title of an exceedingly wise Monarch, who |'as marking the commencement of a new | Egypt and India does not figure as the gold | also contains a case in which 15,000 metres L ; " Aye ak agen ne of the 
has weathered so many political'storms, and’| future full of promise for the now united | ‘eserves of the Bank of England? =| jengths of films can be packed, an amount | §2¢ 2 ‘ . aks B fpiangi an : ie 
has finally brought his brave’ industrious | Bulgarians. And I am proud that it has | Question 9. Will Doctor Helfferich, in | with which it is calculated a programme for a Eee a see sa = "ey ued ave 
people out into the clear waters of triumphant | been founded upon our mutual secrifice of | View of his assertions that there was sufficient | 14 days can be worked out. The whole ee see eee y : y Ps i a 
victory and the full realisation of their national | blood, brotherhood in arms and our common | food in Germany expiain the reports about | Kino train is painted field green and the ce “a Ole ‘ . = Jae wre a wee 
ambitions, political and commercial interests. May it food riots and the shooting down of women waggons are provided with weather proof faa who have one and 

That the meeting of the Monarchs is in- | be granted to the proud and courageous | and children who were crying out for food? | oof, The films are donated by the | “ testified over oe DUG eae ae 
tended to be of serious import, is clearly | people, under the exalted, strong and Answer. The reports concerning riots in | proprietors of the various Austrian and | P aa cn tad DEY: OF Due: ere 
shown by the fact that the Imperial Chancellor | farseeing leadership of Your Majesty, to | Berlin are entirely witaout foundation as also Hungarian film factories, : Ri al Riet Wase aes peeves eee 
and the Secretary of State have {been sum- | conclude the contest which has been forced | that of the shooting down of women and ‘Chane ree on they have no complaints to make. Now 
moned by Emperor William to attend, and | upon you, so that the power and security of | children, = iss } nT: E Org Robert has ai tiove iors bee ae 
that the Bulgarian King brings with him his | the German realm may be assured for all | | Counter-question. es ‘Sir Edward not | Amongst the many charitable teas which | therefore that he should reply evasively and 

; Prime Minister and the Chief of his army. | times. 1 raise my glass to the health | 2>ove asking such a question, or is he so | have been given of late, one of the most leave the public to imagine that the English uit 
All those side lights tend to show thatduring | of the victorious German army and its | ill informed as to the,nature of th c ccessful_was that organised by Princess officers and soldiers are being maltreated in — eae 

____ the fewr days of the presence of the Bulgarian | iHustrious leader. To His Majesty Kaiser | ‘ying Press, as to agk in earnest such a | Franziska Hohenlohe-Schénborn, Countess Germany, can be merely the outcome of , 
Ree Tzar at Staff Head Quarters as guest of | Wilhelm Hurrah!” nonsensical question? | = vs craigsa ean reblotsael Picard Been ARM 7 oe ae 

Kaiser Wilhelm matters of the highest import, Question 10, Does Djoctor Helfferich forget | Skoda. These ladies had sent out invitations And so it is all along the line. The news- d 

political and military will be thoroughly —_—— that in a former spe he stated that the | to the greater number of the members of papers take up the tame tone as the Ministers,, 
i i isi people would not be §taxed on account of | Vienna society. The tea was in aid of the | that is to say they appear to enjoy deceiving 
oS oe cate th; funds for the wid id hans of fallen | the public, and keeping it in a state of per. : : ‘ ; he war, but that on Diecember 19, in repl nds for the widows and orp! f i 'S \ 
ie N ew Rules Fe or . | toa question by the (Socialists, he ied soldiers. It took place in the Grand Hotel petual ire and tage against an enemy which- ‘ 
SRG Ole ‘i ° . | admit that the war woulld bring with it hea in the big reception rooms and some six | is doing nothing worse than fighting its best : r 

The Continental Times is the only Submarine W ark are taxation for Germany ?} . i hundred and more guests responded. to win a very hard campaign. Is that what ; 

a re ee ee re met ees Sic ner be Eduard Lichtenstein the Bul- is. that my oak ome English idea of a ———— == | the British passenger and merchant ships |' Ea realy jindersiqnd German ? If so | tian Minister, M. Toschew ; Princess Hanna | “fair play?” It just sounds to me like the i 
The Biter Bit! are armed, and have instructions from | '@d he read the previous speeches of the Lichtenstein, the ladies of the Turkish and | most abject lying, the most unfair of play,” 1 : ts the Naval Department to carry guns, and Secretary of the Treasurly in the text, or only aie i” Pri Marie uni’ |oa doit Ballers to ae lay the cae? 2 

It has been the habit of late for British thet ; yf as culled from the biassed English reports ? Roumanian Legations, Princess arie um- fail ‘play game. : : 

Statesmen and Businessmen, to make speeches | 4S¢ them upon submarine boats on sight, Is'Sir Edvard Wade GE Ie ‘dail bomirska, the Commandant of the City, von But it is almost as bad in America, There 
in Parliament, at public gatherings, or at has notified the Neutral Powers that after of. the. wanenee - oi is fe . y oc Kitchbach; Prince Alfred Salm and many | they still believe the absurd legend that here e 
Shareholders’ meetings, in which they have— | 4 given period, granted in the interests | 5 orks in Genanae Mark, and that there. | ™OF- wes SS Sn AS One eee 
presumably in view of there being none | of the Neutrals, it will treat all such fore quite independently of the Gaiden. Prisoner Released. laughingly told me today: “1 get letters from | 
present either able or willing to contradict | craft as ship of war. nity, which incontestably lies to the credit A despatch from Budapest tells that the | home congratulating me on my bravery in 
them—made the wildest and most inaccurate The German Government gives the | of Germany—the former has to bear a load | well known Count Theodor Pejacsevich has Ping here fgg co Is cir sete 

Bee statements regarding conditions existing, | Neutral Powers notice of the fact, and | of far greater taxation?) It would also be | been released from French captivity. Count ce eee oe ee ee ‘ 
; economical, financial and of every day life | warns them not to risk the lives of their | well for Sir Edward fo bear in mind in | Pejacsevich was formerly Governor of Deady gue Samy , 

in Germany. Of such fallacious assertions, | citizens or their property in armed mer- | relation to this question, that Germany spends | Croatia, Slavonia and Dalmatia. The Count 4 contd ‘Gh restonsib le" politiciatelinenclaad 
so glibly and recklessly spoken, the most | oti. ghi ‘ ‘ by far the greatest portion of i . | is at the present time in Switzerland. Great Tea Pp : politicians in Englan 7 cantile ships belonging to the nations at | by greatest por of its war ex e F he Nasi telling about street’ riots in Berlin and the 
common have been those telling of riot and war with Germany. penses at home, whereds, according to his | Preparations are pene made 2 : ie min! sosnie Been” Gk aoe Gt GH 5 

; 4 esas i . : Sines i i i ial reception , disorder reigning in the German capital, | “The German Government sends to each | Own statements, as exptessed in his speech | Population to give him a cordial recep whose only crime was that they were cryin also of a financial situation prevailing which " : t th 1 tine ab-which h ided, | upon his return to his ancestral castle. y Tying ily sicnify, that before long the | Of the Neutral Powers copies of documents | #f fe general meeting #t which he presided, out for bread. What balderdash! There, ; 
must necessarily signify, Bie in which the British Merchant Ships are in- | for every Pound Sterling that the English- Presentation to Princess. as we alk Aoi here have be fe 
German Empire will have reached the point man spends, six and two thirds  shillin ow ? en 110 riots \ F 
af aaticnal bahkeruptc structed to carry concealed cannon and how Tee oe - : "nS, | Princess Pauline Metternich, so well known | firstly, and consequently there have been no 

” all 1 he A h ho have taken | {¢ Same are to be used against submarine that 00 me Oe UE Pe | eo anuch revered for hier good works | people shot down. Yet people in respons- ; 
: aoe "ag eaiha te Maap ee cin boats whether attacking or not. ow ae to the puyehasing of foreign | od ‘her great social qualities on the 26th | ible positions in England are not beneath 

Be ge oe This notification by Germany to the Neutral | 800d?’ Does Sir Edward not understand hi th celebrates her cightieth | telling the British people suchoutra geo : know full well, the financial status of the , : Satis i i es of this month celebrates her cig! ig people utra geous 
i ea Em ee is “sound as a bell.” As Powers is all important. It signifies two fie pe sae ae ae = caer birthday. There is no one person who has | lies, 

= for the ae ‘that riots have taken place | ines: firstly that the submarine blockade Hosneiely snore Salers played such an important r6le in the general | Berlin, Feb. 7. H. M. Higginson. ; 
| / athe fs oaype Becinwidaiauaonictand is about to be renewed with increased vigor; Sa life of Vienna as the aged Princess, and so, : 
} mA secondly that merchant ships known to be Rea hi i iversary, it has been | children have been shot down, why they ig Satistact T; ¥ on the coming anniversary,  <-srRIneLadues oes 

: Taree armed will be regarded as warships and | @#tS/actory Lurn ' sea that tie iounCouncil on Vienna : 
are nothing beyond the crudest kind of F “ opera » | determined that the tow: throne. That concluding quarter of a century j 

3 misstatements, having no vestige of truth eee In “Lusitania Case. will present the gifted lady in the name of | fans in stirring times, at a period when the a 
behind them, but evidently spread abroad in |) ———————————————————— New York, Thursday. According to the | the city with an offering in commemoration | working of the Red Cross is at its maximum. | 
England in eee to bolster up the conti- Associated Press, which may be taken as | of the day. It is to consists of a picture | With pleasure I see how well the Red Cross 

5 nuously sinking courage of the populace, to Warships Sunk having taken up a neutral attitude, the out- | representing a musical soirée at the house | has lived up to the height of its task in these 
throw dust into the eyes of the public and Cologne, Thursday. In spite of the denials | look as regards the “lusitania” negociations | of the painter Professor Heinrich von Angeli extraordinary times, and I wish to express my 

‘wantonly mislead the English people. given in England and the British Admiralty | is quite satisfactory. This opinion is given | and showing in the foreground the Princess | highest appreciation of its work, and to give 
Sir Edward Holden is one of the latest | St#tement that no English warships have been | as coming from well informed and quite | Pauline Metternich, who on the evening in | You on this ~— eo aver i my ore 
eee a ha cena mietingtok tie struck by bombs from airships, the Kélnische | trustworthy sources and formed after the | question was singing couplets in company | @PPreciation of the goo a you ei one, 

SP : : See: Zeitung insists that not only has the small | meeting bet President Wil d M ii ‘Professor Billi, Girardi and’othera tt well as to express the hope that for many : 
Iders of a big Banking Concern, took iser “ ine”? i CAINS) DEON CCH ka ie amon an Be ON roles 2 ears to come you may be able to continue shareho! ig ? cruiser “Caroline” been sunk in the Humber, Lanai Ii is: slated that the: President Th inf f the picture has been given y y! 'y 

upon himself the responsibility of misleading | but also two destroyers, “Eden” and “Nith.” ATA Ey ea ee Cony fe DANE .9 Pp & with undiminished force your so successful 
his hearers with the usual gamut of misstate- : siders the latest propositions put forward by | over to Professor Seligman. , efforts in your position as President,” 
ments concerning Germany, of the kind Giolitti in Turin the Imperial Government as almost if not Count Andreas Csekonics has just cele- The Count also received a letter from : 
which have become the stock in trade of | _ Tarin, Thursday. The ex-Premier, Signor Gio- | entirely satisfactory. brated his 25th year Jubilee as President of | Count Tisza expressing the high appreciation 

, orators seeking popularity with the British litt, has arrived in Turin and was met at the | —————————— |. the Hungarian Red Cross Association. The | of the Minister President in the name of the , 
chauvinists, Unfortunately for himself, he set Station by the Mayor of the town, Count Rossi. Glant Airship. central organisation of the Hungarian Red | Hungarian Government for his services 
about to put a number of questions upon | [tS visit coming soon after that of Signor | New York. Thursday. A vast airship with | Cross held a reception in honor of the | rendered as’ President of the Red Cross 

4 P Bic ut Salandra is regarded as being of political im- | 1,000 horse’ power and a speed of 200 miles ; sas hs 
various matters as regards conditions existing P P ; occasion and the Count was the recipient of | Association. 
4 . portance. $ to the hour is being completed here. It can ? fi the E FE 

: in” Germany,’ specially addressed to the To Have Less Light carry besides the crew 3,000lbs of benzin, bombs aubanioarans leltes: from, the a Soa pia ae 
amet at _ 2 bg ae feo London, Thursday. The laws, which had | and two three inch cannon. gp ana Beli nlie AON: NOW iT aL ae SEE 

eliterich, te whole idea being to demon- | hitherto been applied to London concerning the German Ships Escape * 
i strate to an unreflecting and gullible audience, | screening of lights and the dimunition of lighting | Rio de Janeiro, Thursday. German ships, which | The Emperor's letter read as follows: Do not throw eee Continence 

; that the latest speech of His Excellency | in general, are to be put in force in the other | had sought refuge here and been interned, have | ‘Dear Count Csekonics! Times after reading it, but send it to 
before the Reichstag was just one mass of | large towns throughout the Kingdom. That is | escaped the vigilance of the authorities as also | “It is now five-and-twenty years since you | g friend either at home or abroad. 
idle talk intended to mislead the German | one of the immediate results of the last Zeppe- | that of the English cruisers and have left port. | were called to the head of the Red Cross 

ee. public and the world in general. lin raid. They sailed under the American flag. Association of the land of the holy Hungarian © \ 
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The Vogue of Strindberg. { Continental nations, and England’s exclusion 
‘ TH E ADMIRABLE GERMAN TH EATR E I have recently seen that terrible, nerve- i SOME NEW BOOKS. jrom this circle, That alone would ensure 

ITS LOFTY STAND ARDS. and heart-rending Play of Strindberg’s, “The The Bryce Atrocities. A European peace in the future among the neighboring 
Father’ (also playing at two theatres simul- - nations and England would be relegated to 

MASTERPIECES OF ALL NATIONS AND PERIODS. taneously) and admired He quality of German i Monroe Doctrine. its proper place of immunity—and harm- 
; By B. L. Orchelle. nerves in time of war. oa when the play | © : i lessness. 

was first produced at Stockholm, the audience Otto Weddigen und seine Waffe, Marine- 

There is one bitter-sweet pleasure in which | thusiastic Baconian, has written several force- rose to its feet during the Boe eat iacket a aa Re cee The Coming I should like to indulge myself. I would | ful and erudite pamphlets to prove that erat ae Us bellowingirom the theatre, as Otto Weddi: at despite hi timel d , , “4 
give much to conduct a small band of the | England’s degradation is largely due to her Strindberg « himself de ares, Recently at b: See iar eae ee Leipzig F air 
Society of the Assassins of Truth, be they | falling-away from the ideals of the true pauiclt, | 89 “Fein mene, ae a ni tars ? = i bec The fact that the Easter Fair is to be held 

5 from Fleet Street, London, or Park Row, New | Shakespeare (Lord Verulam according to Awaleriitg OF Spritig) # poignant and Magic ae ; : ene thi r also at Leipzig th i 
York,—from Old England or from the New | his theory) and her adherence to. the | Play by Frank ve and embued with | Countries, and of immortality in his own, | this year also at Leipzig the same as in 

—on a tour through the theatres of Berlin— | John Bull or Falstaffian standards. Despite a drastic “meseage fo oe Parents of our a — es ee ag = eas rio re ba : 
or, for that matter, any other German metro- | the scholarly work of William Poel, the | “4: lis chief actors are precocious ee, Oe ee Se ee a sae aa i g Pecdink cleats, boul aiocs Ok FB. Bemiok ins dc noe a school-children and i tragedy centres blow, was the first shock that Britain felt there | The fair will represent the ceramic, glass, 

perhaps unmixed with a grain of human lifeless stage-settings of Beerbohm Tree, about” “those: Tyre impulses and oi ae _ — Se ee eod tee ctr ee | 
all-too-human malice, to observe the eunrise Shakespeare. no longer lives, in England, emotions—often attended’ by great sufferings ihe ee Sue, bk pene ae Se a ae aah oe 

- of enlightenment eh upon the tense and | Granville Barker, to be sure, has atempied of the soul—which seize ‘upon the boy and ae, — eo eres on Fang, Mee ghee SCR ae ee 
saturnine features of these fanatics and to | to carry out cetiait bizarre modern ideas, girl verging into manhood and womanhood. crete ad aite — Sine rig fe oa oa ial Ii 
hear them babble their surprise with those] somewhat in imitation of Max Reinhardt, | | 2 certain that this ed would be de- | “Mowe” and the “Appam”’, and other gallant industrial and commercial life of 

same lips they had blackened with copious | but with dubious results. The genius of | Nounced by our Anthony Comstocks as pai canprebae oiPhanbtl i gk rmiggend Se ‘uae ae a fayeetis OF abuse ‘dicetied « ke °“Cuaaikes | CdMod hale tk aljadet bnlieely isnoted\ No “unclean,” or “decadent” Re Heiven kiows morale and quality of the German sailor and can journey ito and fro undisturbed pro- 

; Kultur.” It was so easy to sneer at what | Shakespeare is today an anachronism in hig | What. And yet it is a masterpiece of its Saher #fen Fees: ees 10a dine ane ee tng sma dy io 
they did not know—so natural for them to | own country. On the other hand he fits | kind and its whole fendency is moral and | English, as is that of the ST | ee ee 

a defame what they did not understand. admirably into this modern Elizabethan age | Wholesome—much as we would shroud this Te Ont ai ie Bee ea | ee ee eee 
4 Show me a man’s library, the saying | of the German nation—a period filled with | theme in silence and darkness—to the secret Oe eee ere _ Ys ying A period ‘filled wi " i S| asi thing—mere numbers—and whatsoever “vic- | In Leipzig itself, the visitors to the Fair wil == = 

goes, and I'll give you an index of his | noble thought and heroic action, and that | Cuption of the young. ; tories” it i b t kindly well b ; 4 RR 
i character. The same may be said of a | exaltation or afflatus of the people’s soul Yes ; I should enjoy a'tour of the theatres Oe Aeemiay  CusIAn, SCH a8 that aly icppenaati hes et i eee aie 

: people’s theatres—and the plays these | without which no greatness can emerge. of Berlin as the cicerone of a band of the Falkland Islands, are due alone to this factor. — _— Oe ee : ; 2 ee ae ge. ignoramuses who persist in yawping at In addition its record has been fouled by | buildings as well as by the whole population. 
/ Bee are America’s Dissatisfaction with the Stage. German “Kultur’—those indelible stains of the most cold-blooded | The hotels and boarding houses charge } / test of a nation’s taste, intelligence and culture. ag ; Ki those who but repeat j ji ; ; ; i ; 

Though we may claim no success, some | the lying phrase that springs from the cowardice and ‘Deatality —as in the case of | during a yar paly et segnlat peer ea The Broadway Standard. _ | of us may nevertheless claim the credit of | Fleet Street mire and, tuminant-like, keep | Me “Baralong” which butchered defenseless | that in this respect also there will be no 
With their usual fatuity and blind faith in | having raised our voices against\the prostitution | chewing the old barren cud of calumny | ™" '? the. water, and, the “King Stephen” *qund 10¢; conplaint, a aga ‘ 

; the power of money, our millionaires some | of the American stage. It is customary for | supplied by the British censor. I should which Telused fo rescue a drowning crew. fe te Be mee Fale iy be wife 
years ago built a splendid playhouse near | every American to inveigh against the bad- | like to lead them through this dazzling | This latest volume of the Marinedank | advantage of German industry which now 
Central Park. But the structure became a | ness, the vulgarity and the stupidity of the | dramatic world that fori ns one of the finest publications is No. 2 of ifs series of “Sea | as before is capable of producing. and: deli- 

4 tomb and not a temple of art It had no plays presented to him. There are few that | features of the Aulfur at which they sneer. Heroes and oa m interesting: ex-| \wertng isp momen? ’ = = a Be ee 
soul; it had not even a pulse. It proved an | he does not damn with the blunt verdict of: | To lead them—by the ear if it need be—for | tS from Weddigen’s diary and | letters, | advantage of business firms in neutral coun- 
artistic as well as a financial failure. Archi- | “A rotten show!” And yet the managers | all too long have they led our trusting public | & well #8 & photogravare portrait one a SS ae a a a tecturally it was a palace—the one theatre | whom he blames are merely the purveyors | by the nose. | 63 illustrations, some of them dealing with | selves on the spot of the strength and of the in America worthy the name, But as a liv- | of what they have discovered to pay. They : Beka, the technique of that weapon whose terrible healthy condition of the economical life of 

y ing play-house it was in spirit and achieve- | are not artists, scholars, nor men of culture, a powers Weddigen was the first to prove— | Germany, and, at fhe game, tune, forward ; ment infinitely inferior to the smallest Stadt- | jike the directors of German or French “| the U-boat. : their own business interests because the Fair ' 

theater of some third-rate provincial Ger- | theatres, but speculative business men, and if | | ART UFFE. Die, Lige im Solde, Englands, Wilhelm | enables them, to obiain. a comprehensive 
Ty man city. Soon it stood there, dull, dead | trash lures the mob—the mob will be given pecs AGN Marten, League Of, Truth, Berlin W, wigw, OF the general Conditions ‘of, the: mARKes ) 

and empty, haunted by the ghosts of disaster | trash. It is an indubitable truth that just as AND ANANIAS | ,,. 7s 2 vigorous answer to and refuta- | and therefore to get important and valuable 
and covered with the dust of public neglect. | a people has the government it deserves, so bs of teenitaipois Dryce Report oe ingete vi oe ee apdaaaa 
But on Broadway, amidst the obscene lobster- | has it the drama and the literature and the | Cant, Calumny and! Commercialism, | imcredible mass of “alleged,” and “reported” | _ The Leipzig Fairs with their sample collec- palaces and the “leg-shows,” the gutter genius | journalism it deserves. and absolutely unproved German “atrocities.” | tions concern not only the city of Leipzig, ' 

‘of George Cohan drew crowds fighting for | Judged by this law the German public “{’Allemagne barbaré. Un Empereur As Sir Roger Casement has already shown | but are of importance for the whole of 
admittance—permitting that crass product of | is a highly-deserving one. Let us take the | criminel et fou.” —G. Langlois. A By Seohnceal Thee, &mnore = ful Geen nay om = ae ee 
our taste to boast indecently of his enormous | program of the leading Berlin theatres for a |  «jow England is awake its manhood i SE ene DOcmnent ES sense lend | MEsiic ae, Wincl eee ire: Canagh Aoae 
royalties and the sterile critics to utter un- | singleSunday (these “barbarians” do not fear | sists on dieing a British shaving stick i | by reputable men under the influence of a | far-reaching impulse, since they are the \ : 
grammatical inanities over another “success!” | to “desecrate” their Sunday by playing the - —Lever Brothers. a o ae fs # greater outrage com: |: infermediaries for, the fanamieton. oF orgee : es : . mitted upon truth and humanity than this | and for supplying foreign countries with in- j | masterpieces of the drama)—the 21st of No- « i 

: la Gemary ce cheater were we ai | —mbe: 1. | abgnet” abun tne ages” Gol cana | Sore dornnent of umped-up charges, | dati! produce | * if- , : . ‘* , ‘ 

ferent publics and therefore different leveta | APart from certain lighter or less im- | regenerate the Hun, Ouk du is clear. We | W#® Part of England’s cunning and proof of her ae reat publics an Oe Ciserh Eee | portant plays we have the following | must exterminate the breed.” \ low estimate of our powers of discrimination < i t 
y of taste. The scale may run from the most L siciehigs egiaoawe: Gh aausinc vichew wick -Hbratio Bottomley. | to induce the venerable but misguided Lord Rita Sachetto’s Dances. | i 
iy frivolous Viennese musical comedy to the | ° ~ ‘ 7 et ra ; Bryce, because of hi tati histori: : os most sombre and stately of Greek tragedies, | ifs way, a masterpiece. 3 | “Those are some of whe things, which | “'Y°% rains us ahrccen Performance at Bliithner Saal x 
" Th joti “Volk fibke? ane a One Sunday’s Program. * | would happen if the United States were to | among us, to give his name to this foul Be a ere are patriotic “Volksstiic! e such aS | parsifal (Wagner) do to Germany even a tithe of what Germany | weapon with which she sought to supple- As already announced in our last Friday’s | 

; “Immer feste druff? or “Extrablatter,” which | Fidelio (Beethoven) has been doing tous.” | ment the failure of her military weapon in } issue, Fraulein Rita Sachetto, that past-mistress id 
have been running almost since the be- | Troubadour (Verdi, Italian) —Boston Transcript from British Press. | onen fight. of the plastic-dramatic act of the dance, ; 

ginning of the war—excellent sentiment, fun, Sascone. Bootes Greek) “The end of the Habsburgs. The parvenu |. Das Endziel des Weltkrieges, von Maurus | gave last Monday, in the Bliithner Saal, one 
ausag oe sl pretty songs and music. | cuirm (Shakespeare, English) house of Hohenzollern.”; —WN. Y. Herald. | Révai, Verlag Puttkammer & Miihibrecht, | of her welcome Dance Evenings, Her ; 

ie = the ick oa and dashing Peer Gynt (Ibsen, Norwegian) Cut the cable between the rest of the world Berlin. ; pupils helped to make the evening one of 
spe cles in which the Austrian genius Egmont (Goethe) i i and Germany and in six weeks she would This is an exceedingly thoughtful and de- | grace, movement and beauty. The 
shines. There are farces, broad and classic- | Maria Stuart Pu Pe ee be suing for peace.” —Mme. Schwimmer. | liberate work by,a well-known Hungarian '| name of the artiste, already famous far ‘ 

nes ae oe Age oe Te and oo ae Snsatrid | ifferent “In Germany a brave and devoted popul- scholar. It possesses a particular interest for | beyond the borders of Germany, promised’ _ 
G io those or the famous ‘Uropean—iriendly | Maria Magdalena (Hebbel) ; ation, long sustained by falsehood.” those who cherish constructive ideals, bent | much, but the performance surpassed all 

or enemy—for the German is able to rise | Nora (Ibsen, Norwegian) | —N. Y. World. | upon a European community of interests— | expectations/ All the dance creations showed, f rico aay stupidity which would war | Der Vater chico : “Germany shows signs of exhaustion | 4 great task that awaits humanity after the | both in their originality and in their plastic 
against a nation’s art as well as its armies, yd diffe a - ae while the French, English, Russians and | chaos and carnage of the war. dramatic form, the impression of a master- 
and he still does honor to those master- | Meister von Italians have ne even exited themselves to Mr. Révai recognizes in England the con- | hand and a high vision of art. Especially : 
pieces that are the proud possession of all Palmyra (Wilbrandt) the i Lod tiirom British Press stant historical factor that made for the | noteworthy were the renderings of Chopin’s 
men. Der Weibsteufel (Schonherr) i ee ! 8: “i disturbance of peace, and proves, step by | Valse brillante, the Polka of Rubinstein, and 

: Shakespeare and the Germans, eae von (eiscnrilies) | ee oe one i fhe to sie fill step, how her system and her goal have | the Groteske which provided visions of the a 
There is even some truth in the in- | per piittenbesitzer (Ohnet. French) | oan Je eatin Poland.” om | always worked towards the end of creating | greatest picturesqueness, We particularly 

; tellectual claim the Germans make to Shake- | Die Haubenlerche (Wildenbruch) \ —Ditto. | 4 disunited and disaffected Europe, which | admired the work of Anita Becker and { 
speare—for gold is where you find it—and | Liebelei (Schnitzler) eae te "| at the moment most opportune to herself, | Valeska Gert. Fraulein Rita Sachetto herself 
universal genius belongs not where it was Roe ae) “Moritz Ferdinand Baron von poonsi she would precipitate into war. Against this | contributed at the close some specimens of ’ 
born ts the body, but where it is honored | F°° Glick im Winkel Sutenuny Ghee oa ain lar crafty manipulator of a precarious “balance | her great gifts. The well-filled house ap- 
as a living force to-day. Indeed, my good | Die Waise von —from King Alber’s none in Brussels.” of power,” a new dogma must be set up— | plauded stormily, and loaded the stage with 
gtiend Hofrat Holzer of Heidelberg, an en- Lowood (Hirsch-Pfeiffer). i —Ditfo. _ namely a sort of Monroe Doctrine for the — flowers. A, St. 
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NEWS OF THE BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL WORLD 
. t e 

“The Great Illusion” Reichsbank Return Bank of England Statement New York Weekly Clearing House Return 
There was published a book in England a of February 7, 1916 eee ue 

few years ago entitled “The Great Illusion,” — é Febr. 2, 1916 Jan, 27,1916 Febr.5, 1916 Jan. 29, 1916 
5 ates against : 3 ORNS SITE Lee es eben ey Seno aS Foe ee) © he SSID OOOO $3,278,620,008 a study on the relation between militarism and Febr. 7. Circulation . . .. b 34,199,420 + 370,595 S Veo ey e850 

ity. The book created quite a sensation oe ee ; Pea ee * Reserve held in own vaults ............... . 522,000,000 523,750,000 
prosperity. q Public Deposits. . | 58,245,525 4,629,517 + and its author, Norman Angell, became a cele- ‘Asatis: In In Other Depostia a3 | 98,583,710 — 2377307 Reserve in Federal Reserve. PUM 255: So eae oe cb co erates ACO SD 175,220,000 
brated authority. eee 1000 Marks 1000 Marks Govment Seen 4 32,828,661 ap cue ee in bi Depositories Beah crctgis We sae Mop SOR me 57,930,000 56,820,000 

The English press commented widely on the | Total Coin and Bullion 2,495,194 -+- 978 | Other Securities. . /105,140,129 — 7,064,571 a ae ‘ —— NaS agI eae GeSh ica! one aCe oe erent 
book in a very passionate manner, because it | Of which Gold... . 2,454,951 + 1,420 Coin and Bullion . | 52,688,976 + 463,409 | Circulation r SAPO ae eet eiee ee ae OARS RE at ete 

was a revelation to see an author who, not | Treasury Notes... . 549,379 156,319 | Total Reserve. . . acs ah 92,814 | Eyceas era : Cede aekhs or ate Ni eee mae ea eT itp buas a 

being a pacifist, warned against war and war- | Notes of other Banks . 11,881 -+ 3,008 | Prop.ofres.toliab, | _ 23%/,% + 1%, wea VISE Cog eee Naas aco ata iis ig uve 070, ; 

like preparations. Bills discounted. . . . 5,239,674 — 33,510 During the week ended February 2} the net —_—_—_—_— ! 

Mr. Norman Angell based his views upon | Advances. .....- 18,214 — 3,444 | effiux of gold on foreign account was £302,000 

purely economic reasons. He was of the | Investments. ..... 48,358 — 1,387 | and ica ee an expansion of £871,000 in the GERMAN INDUSTRIAL AND FINANCIAL NEWS. 

opinion that a war—and even the most victor- | Other Securities. . . . 212,070 — 46,031 note circulation, but - agoed in coin apparently Leipziger Werkzeug-Maschinen-Fabrik vorm. W. | Increase of Weld Iron Prices 
ious—could not possibly be of any gain, that Liabilities. was returned from active use at home, so that | von Pittler in Wahren. This fiscal year’s report The Rhenish-Westphalian Weld Iron Combine i 5 
a victorious war does not mean for his country, | Capital Stock. . . . . 180,000 no change | the reserve increased by £93,000; its proportion | show gross earnings of 2,430,538 Marks com- | has agreed upon a price increase of 5 to 10 Marks 
England, a “good business” also. Reserve Fund... . 80,550 no change | to current liabilities rose one per cent. pared with 1,556,655 Marks of last year. Gross | per metric ton. The following table gives the 

: There is no greater contrast imigable than | Notes in Circulation. . 6,450,834 — 51,568 Governments disputsements were in excess | earnings are increased by a surplus of last year | new prices per metric ton in Marks, figures in ; 

between such theories of Mr. Norman Angell | Deposits... .. . . 1,625,973 —159,948 | of receipts of revenue etc. and public deposits | of 197,490 Marks and by interest of 100,041 to | parenthesis present former prices which have 
and the famous watch-word of English origin: | Other Liabilities. . . . 287,413 — 25,194 | declined by over 41/,| millions. 2,728,070 Marks. Net earnings will be devided | been in effect since June 19, 1915. 
“Business as usual.” Total Business . . . . —100,770 Other securities” decreased by over seven | as follows: 565,000 Marks for reserve war-profit Ordinary Weld Iron. . 168 (163) : 

, Both of these theories were proclaimed in | Bank Discount . . . . 5% millions, reflecting to some extent repayments | taxes, 186,000 Marks for royalties, 93,000 Marks Hormeshoe. Bax iron 

the days before the war and today, after eighteen After a period, lasting a few weeks, when | by the market to the Bank, and private deposits | for proceeds to the Board of Directors and }: for manufacturers .. 185 (182) 

months of war, the opinion must occur to every | business began to settle down again, the Reichs- | were £2,377,000 lowee on balance. 25 per cent dividend, equal to 525,000 Marks. for dealers’......,.. 900 (195) 

 cool-headed;and calculating Englishman that the } bank’s business has assumed a more normal —_— It will be proposed at the general meeting Chain and Rivet Iron. 205 (195) : } 

\ word “Business as usual” and that “it will not | shape, inasmuch as the gross business has de- ingest of March fourth to increased the capital stock Bolt ttn... ..0's<... 188 (175) | 

________ be worse for England to take an active part in | creased by 38,3 to 5,306,3 million Marks and Exchange Rates by 900,000 Marks to 3,000,000 Marks, stock- | Nut Iron............ 185 (183) a 
; the war, than to be the onlooker as a neutral“ | the cover declining by 33,5 to 5,280,7 million Exchangé Rates Berlin holders to be offered for each three old stocks | Special Weld Iron... 190 to 235 (185 to 225) 

represents—speaking in Norman Angell’s terms | Marks. This relief is increased by the decline Febr. 10, 1916 Febr.9, 1916 one new share at the rate of 120 Marks. Each | These prices are cash, delivered within the ‘ 
‘ —the greatest illusion that ever was experienced | of advances on record with the Loan Banks, asked offered asked offered | Such stockholder to receive from the surplus | Rhenish-Westphalian district. Trade in weld iron } 

by a nation and its leaders. showing a contraction of 141,4 to 1,617,2 million | yew york 5,30 5,32  5,361/, 5,381/, | the sum of 300 Marks for the purchase of a | is very firm. Mills have good orders for many 

Truth will assert itself in the end, but today, | Marks, thus totalling the decrease of tne gross | Amsterdam 227,50 228 228,37 228,87 | new share. months ahead. 

no Englishman will refuse to admit that the | business and advances on record with the Loan | Danmark 151,25 \ 151,75 151,25 151,75 sop ana aod aren 

word “Business as usual” was a most fatal and | Banks to 180 million Marks, Sweden 151,50 i 152 151,25 151,75 Naknaseuime | snd CORP Iae Fete BE TB bi, f P h Syndi 
most dangerous mistake, and but a few days Loan Bank certificales held by the Reichsbank | Norway 151,25 151,75 151,25 151,75 | Stoewer A.G. in Stettin. It is reported that this Report of Potash Syndicate 

/ ago the London Times also regretted this fact. | show a contraction of 156,5 to 608,6 million | Switzerland 102,37 102,62 102,62 102,87 | year’s dividend will at least be the same as Deliveries of the Potash Syndicate reached 4 

ii In figuring that the war year of 1916 will | Marks, the Reichsbank having returned to the } vienna 71,20 , 71,30 71,57/, 71,67'/, | last year when ten per cent was declared. December last a volume of 12 miflion Marks, 
‘require the tremendous sum of nine billion | Loan Banks such certificates amounting to 141,1 } Bucarest 84,62 § 85,12 84,50 [85 a so that deliveries for the entire year of 1915 

dollars, the London Times advises England to | million Marks, and putting into circulation | sofia 71 78 76,75 77,75 Deutsche Babcock- und Wilcox-Dampfkessel- | 2M0unt to 106 million Marks compared with 
economize in every respect. The London Times | 151,1 million Marks. 4 werke A.G., Oberhausen. A yearly dividend of | 155 million Marks for the first war year and i 
advises the greatest economy in all the require- Gold on hand has increased by 1,420,000 Exchange Rates New York ten percent has been declared. The yearly | 192 million Marks for the last peace year of 1913. 

ments of life, in short in everything for personal | Marks to 2,454,951,000 Marks, while ooo Febr.9,1916 Febr.s,1916 | report considers the company’s business as oe for 1913 represent the maximum | 

use. increased’ by 500,000 Marks to 40,2 million ricmans cn. ge le, as good orders are on hand. ever reached. va) 

The London Times advises imposing taxes up | Marks. Exchange pedi a ok . ae . Deliveries in January 1916 did-not come up to 

to eighty per cent on excess war-profits, a Notes in circulation have declined by 51,6 to Exchange bow oa 4.7100 4.7075 Jie iale She Baad tok the volume of the same month of 1915 of 14 

further increase of the income tax, and a high | 6,450,8 million Marks. ExchangeLondon 7 gl Be eran _Gasmetoren- a wt : he 2 a a ee ye million Marks, due to the embargo on the export } 

tax on the profits of the merchant marine. The Gold cover of notes in circulation has in- | Cable Transfers . e eek . Directors repo tn Poke ss sagen ‘or | of potash which was not in force January 1915. 
London Times advises taxing the keeping of | creased from 37,7 to 38,1 per cent, and their | Call Money .-- +4 -> the first six a aoc je hacer re reer Considering the changed conditions, however, 
servants, taxing travelers, gross earnings of street | metal cover from 38,4 to 38,7 per cent. a, RET _ ea ae ae fe enone ia. os deliveries in January are reported to be satisfactory. 

i car companies, automobiles and carriages, Gold cover jof deposits has increased from | New York Stock Exchange nia i at it , sa < aoe 4 Ae —_ 
’ theatres and moving picture shows and what not. | 29,6 to 30,4 per cent. 4 Closing prices cite ae he cade oc ee ree Dollar Exch ; hil 

Of course, it is England’s own affair how she Bene fete cdeioirese sie | oO ollar Exchange in Chile 
i meets the expenses of war, but it is a satis- Lo ae a ee ON Atchison. fs). oe 025. 103,25 ee It is announced that the American Smelting 

faction for Germany to know ba England has Baltimore and Ohio}. . » 88,25 88,25 oe ee c & ok Co., whose sas oo is ces 
5 recognized the seriousness of her undertaking . ae cent general meeting a yearly dividend o ported to have increased considerably since the 

lod, whet is more, has learned by bitter ex- Bank of France Statement ea ee Re a af a per cent was declared. The outlook for the | war started, will ‘Shortly establish a financial | 
perience that the war is a costly matter. Febr. 3, 1916 _ Jan. 27,1916 | Chicago, Mil., St. Paul... 96,37 98,50 | current fiscal year is satisfactory, the amount | agency in Valparaiso, Chile. The Braden and | 

To be sure, the war is also a costly matter Francs Francs Does R, Grande | ee 11,12 | of orders on hand bids fair to keep up full Chile Copper companies’ financial agencies in 
7 for Germany and not a few are sufferingin | Gold in hand . . 5,019,580,000 5,011,590,000 | Erie, ..... at Ree 8837 2 37,75 operation of the works. that city will be put in operation in a few days. 

Germany from the bad times, but Germany has | jjver in hand . . 363,150,000 353,780,000 | do ist Pref, ...4} +--+ 53,75 53 : : Leopold Fredrick, director of the first named . ; | 

not gone into war with the watch-word “Busi- | Foreign account Gt. Northern Pr wales = + 122 121,50 fie chee Cee aS company and Treasurer of the Braden and Chile 
: ness as usual, as England did, and this is the current . . . . 964,040,000 1,002,720,000 | Gt, North, Ore Certs... 47 46,75 Pri Copper companies, through whose efforts an ~ 

difference and essential point of the whole | Bills discounted. . 2,246,870,000 2,192,760,000 | quinois Central. .. |. - - 103,50 ‘103,75 War Food Prices =—__ | active market in Chile for dollar exchange was . 

Boys pate: i Loans . . . « ~ 1,270,290,000 1,195,440,000 | Lehigh Valley... - - - 77,25 76,25 | Food prices have increased in all belligerent | created, states that during the last four months = A 
mew : In Germany, everybody was convinced that— | advances to the : Louisville & Nash... . . . 124,12 124,12 | countries and it is beef specially that has 75g “of the business of the three companies, Sy 

ee Pes nG at ee De OF nO Bein Ao Cer State. . . - - 5,600,000,000 5,600,000,000 | Miss, Kan. & Texas, ... 6 6,50 | advance. It is shown that beef has advanced | 2™Ounting to many millions, has been financed f ; many in a commercial sense, and even the | Notes incirculation 14,034,410,000 13,858,020,000 Missouri Pacific... |... 5,37 5,37 | 125 to 150 per cent in Austria, 30 to 40 with 90 days sight hills on New York. The 

sober-figuring financial and commercial circles | Treasury account N. Rlys. Mex. 2nd Pref. . . 8,87 7 per cent in Germany, 40 per cent in Italy, remaining 25 °/, could also have been paid for ‘ 

are of the opinion that war is a destroyer and Penvial et 114,960,000 99,640,000 | WV Cent. & Hud. R . . . 106,62 105,62 | 40 per cent in Sweden, 45 per cent in o ones — the eo phate en 
; not an up-builder. er account! ae : in Great Britain and | if not for the fact that some of the outstanding 

; The Gerais people put their hope in great | ee een en care Nocona Be, i186 1138 | som ide s ae and Denmark. Potatoes | Contracts call for payment by 90 days sight bills ' 
victories and have believed in the any ad) ————— Pennsylvania ...}... 56,62 56,50 ' have advanced 100 per cent in Austria, bacon | ©" London, It is also announced that word di 

navy, but nobody thought in August 1914 that | be maintained. There was much talk early in Reading are Soe 77,25 | has advanced 100 per cent in Germany and | has been received that the Chilean Government 

, the German banks would continue to pay divi- | the year of large foreign army contracts for Chic. Rock Island Pa : 18,12 19,62 butter has made gains of 35 to 70 per cent in hos adopted Mr. Fredrick’s suggestion, sub- 

dends, that the manufacturing industries would | coarse cotton half hose and woolen and worsted Southefn Pacific . . : f , : 100,62 100,12 several countries. Eggs haves also advanced mitted to the recent Pan-American Financial ; 

"be prosperous, that the theatres would continue | half hose. While it was difficult to obtain any | cotnem Rway...1.. . 21,50 21,50 | from 35 to 85 per cent in several countries, | Conference in Washington, to have export duties 
open as in times of peace, although nobody | definite statements from manufacturers and Union Pacific ae : ¥ 135,62 134 criigi-ofice. Gt veal hae inde the \grentestiadvance:| 0% nitrate of soda paid in’ part with 90 days F 

figured on a war of such duration. selling agents as to the amount of business Union Pacific Dict ; : * a. ese ac. lane it is mow mare than 200 per | sight bills on New York, and the authorities in 

In the days of the beginning of the war, Ger- | secured from abroad, it was generally admitted Wabash Pret a : : . ve Oe a eae pone eil Santiave de: Clie: are prepariage’n gitere ae 

many also was laboring unders a “Great | that some large contracts had been secured | 4 ican Ga eae ee | 6237 62 Reports from Australia show that nearly all that effect. Up to the present, said export 
Illusion.“ Germany had pictured a vastly dif- from the British Government for both coarse ‘Ani. Cav & Fou ndeyee Bee. 3 70,25 | commodities have gained in price, compared duties have been paid partly with gold and in 

ferent economic situation, from the actual one, | cotton and woolen and worsted hosiery. Russia |. co & Refn Co, + 100,87 100,75 ith a year ago, from 10 to 25 per cent. In part with 90 days sight bills on London. In 
j It did not come true that “all wheels were | Was also reported in the market for enormous ‘anacoulle Ci as! i ; Bine pe = ee ah Snes gk oe vit of the Sact tial the Ametichn’ Suieitine es! 

aba standstill”  acageeeothuchlenrmamepieulre gale ah 60 Steel ‘ Fa 508. 465 sce 12 per cent, In Canada the average | Refining Co. is actively going into the tin 
The German illusion, however, differed from | these contracts were held up owing to unsatis- | Goat Electric eae, . 172,50 171,25 Be of a le foods show that the range is | ‘efining husiness, which product will be im- 

that of England, namely, a vast over-estimation | factory financial arrangements. Rains wee te J , ce a ae we oo we ins acyen aan, Some toods portet from Bolivia, Mr. Fredrick has already , 

of the unfavorable results upon German econo- | Later on satisfactory financial arrangements U.S Steel Cor. Com, . 84,87 ate hi her than a year ago, while others are | taken steps, it is stated, to create a market for 

mic conditions. ‘ Were emacs Mat TeaeagO, BEICHANCE RY SSG Be do "Pref i o : 116,50 116 os er, fe that the average is! less now than at | dollar exchange in Bolivia. 
Englarid wanted to be victorious in the watch- | Russian Government and it was currently | 1504 Copper i 81 50 79,25 ce eae ine ds AONE a ee 

word “Busines as usual.” reported before the close of the year that a a. PPEt ote amee et : z cage pared in Deiimark chow that the 

And today, after eighteen months of war, | good many mills in Pennsylvania and New Sail orlee e beef steak ranged from 27 to 30 War Effects American Postal 
England is confronted with a tremendous national | York state were working on enormous contracts | The Growing Hungarian Industry pice Pree June to September of last year. Revenues. 

. _ debt, and a vast/increase of taxation, but with Gis EPUTE ree TAC ee Ca iAde Bertani WAR Due to the large orders for railway material | pork joins sold at 28 to 32 cents in the same Europe’s great war has cost the United States 
nothing to show for it. concerned the southern mills appear to have placed by the Hungarian State Railways amount- | sine, Other foods showed more or less gain postal service $21,000,000, according to the 

bees eat a ~ ed gee angie ge ee a ae ome aoe se ing fo 71 millon yee ee saatlae of | in the same period. annual report of Postmaster-General Burleson, 
i at England will gain nothin, even a : i \ érer Waggon- i «ge id as : et tt Engl wl gin nothing by een | rt ene pes od eel | eet Hind, th rae: Over Waggon | "in Par, rnc, ats owed tt te | ut eonoie In aniniton hve end | 
What are her chances now? obtaining most of their raw imaterial at favorable | 4, extend their works. pw nOlese SPU 4015 bout 20 to 40 , et ey cheetah ee 

i prices. Knitters were slow in taking hold of Ra h decided summer months of were abo! The great bulk of this deficit is, it appears, the 

a Pee i ne East and aclonlng te ara | Tie see indusioy ako shows, a decided | percent higher than the same ped in 1914. | regu of increases of postal salar and ad i 
. i informed authorities, they bought in most cases y he: Beene iccecociiachatt in Beef sold at 20 cents a pound w ait ditional railway mail pay required by law. Not- i 

American Hosiery Mills Produced when the yarn markets were at top levels. Koburgsd f eta e . compared with 15 cents a year before. Pork | withstanding adverse revenue conditions, how- 

; Large Volume. oe i e fi Steinamanger are plefining a new steel mill and | G14 at 17 cents, compared with 15 cents a year | ever, the expansion and improvement of postal 
rg Late in the year the question of opening fall | j,,1¢ factory, and the steel mill Merkur in as : h 

The cotton hosiery industry in the United | 1916 lines of cotton hosiery came up for Naykaiaea ail be enlarged. ae beef retailed in the principal oe He es Be aE : 

States has passed through a year of many | Consideration but manufacturers announced that | The Ungarische Lloyd-Flugmaschinen & Mo- ie we Or ogy cuss a aon cverahes ss La as ss args cre 

, emacs.) With, manmiactiters force © oe bee a ate ad peachy tren ee - ua es and | with 22 cents a year ago. Pork retailed at 40 | this branch of the postal business constitutes : 
i serious problems. The most difficult question | P f ig ag 8 a le gasoline motors, are also enlarging their plants, cents a’ potind, compared with 21 cents a yeat | about half ef the tots” more than a billion 

the mills were called on to solve was represented | dyestuffs and high cost of same. Where prices ee Butter and eggs sold at a proportionate bua a ally... The war 
by dye stuff supplies. The shortage of ordina were announced and goods offered, advances AZO, aes ees parcels being transported annually. 

a Peer eget ae Y i 1 Record of the Pennsylvania advance in the same time. has crippled the money order system, but has 
sulphur black made it a difficult matter for the | ‘anging from 124, to 15 cents a dozen were : In Great Britain’ the general level of prices P Fe aaineas ok tbe heated 
mills to produce goods ordinarily termed “fast | Named on a good many lines. Mills urged their Railroad 3 n 7 i. " a fe Ne ne beaaes greatly ve eg est ot a 

blacks.” With the opening of the spring retail | customers to buy for ordinary consumption’, The entire Pennsylvania Railroad system, | . reUugyOn z oe sak Geiire Gh abeat 30 per savings banks. “ eee R 

season early in 1915, manufacturers were in | Natural or white half hose and hosiery. The whose 26,000 miles of track serve more than eee > fine oe at eaceeee HOP the depositors ee, - a Sy gine 

hopes that a demand could be developed for | change of fashion, however, continued to point half the people of the United States, recently | °°" ae ci faa ae ee Milton vAHiCeA June, 1915, eo a = ot : neg: we 

plain white hosiery; but unfortunately the trend | strongly to colors and at the close of the year completed two years without a single one of a 8 be ih a a recline? $66,000,000. : ay a : v ae be: 

of fashion was very strongly toward colors. | the mills were in a serious quandary as to the 361,572,114 passengers carried in that period ’ fe P tet Ts cacite 'nait Cush thouk id 36 per cent. in “ num - . oe ee 

During the spring and summer months of last | Where the dye stuffs needed were to come from. being killed in a ‘rain accident. Figures for ee chau er Sesion’ In: the onc veer. pealed. 50 Y oe oe = pt 

year cheap and medium priced half hose, and Many claims were made by domestic manu- ) November and December were necessarily Reet diated Ste: canis “ae pound ig Bagdet pared wi A an eh iccuis wee 

women’s hosiery reached very low price levels | facturers of dye stuffs that fast blacks had been } estimated. This record of two years means the ' ; ComeeredE willl 19 canis’ g year belore. Among the striking ee cat ie 

in spite of the fact that the mills and finishers | developed and would go a long way toward | safe operation by day and by night, through os tee ee ccts, compared’ with 12 199 per sents nsell or ps - Bist: 

were forced to pay high prices for the dye they | ‘relieving the ees of pe ae a Z good | fog and snow, stormy and clear weather, of no Reta peacietae potas — as a tae 

required. many cases the mills at the close of the year | jess than 2,400,000 |passenger trains, while, at ; ; - ae ; : 

zo women’s hosiery silks figured very largely | were using logwood dyes and some of the | the same time, approximately as many more o a ae Bes City and 112 per cent. in gts ee 
and considerable quantities of these goods were | Oldest manufacturing concerns in the hosiery | freight trains were ting cared for. ° : Sa uvst task Be BAG cents dat Shimek cent. of the depositors -— phe ae 

sold and went forward into consumption during | trade announced that they had gone back to The lines East of Pittsburg completed their | ‘'*S* - Fad cade the wea beter Dok toe than 71 per cent. of the 7 a os 

the summer months. Mills using artificial silk | their, files of 25 or 30 years ago in search of | third successive year without a single train Pet = ois ae Bae feces Among the recommendations in the — 

or fibre silk were called on to face very high | receipts for using logwood or natural dyes. It | accident fatality to one of the 320,000,000 people | °° # z Macs Ros oh iene renewals of prior ones for a change om : 

prices for their raw material, but in spite of | was predicted as the year closed that unless | carried in the three year: period. JERE AEP! weight to the space basis of fixing pay to : 
3 this found it a difficult matter to get any higher | larger supplies of dye stuffs were forthcoming In five of the past eight years—1908, 1910, ———— railroads for carring mails, and - — 

prices for the finished goods. As the summer | early in 1916, a good many of the mills would | 1913, 1914 and 1915—more than 520,000,000 : ownership of telegraphs and telep ae ee ; 

season developed raw silk began to advance | be forced to turn out goods in natural or white | passengers were carried by the Pennsylvania In view of the fact that so many of its mem- | suggestions for the removal of the —— 

and large manufacturers of silk hosiery warned | shades as unsatisfactory results were reported | Jines East of Pittsburg on 4,000,000 trains | bers where believed to be cracked, its not sur- | limit on first-class mail, and for the adop' ae 

their customers that prices would be advanced | from the use of various dyes, logwood and | without a single one being killed in a train | prising that there's a split in the Ford peace | more liberal limitations on the weight and in- 

if the quality and finish of the goods were to ' others, accident. | party. —The Buffalo Express, surance of parcel post packages. 
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| The Exchange of Notes between Austria-Hungary 

and the United Stat an e unite ates { ; a 

SOME COMMENTS = and adequate translations of foreign motes, far, ax he insisted, these must be made literally. The result 
: de in many cases unfortunate and even if the exact meaning be preserved, an altogether different impression is 

; By R. L. Orcheille. usually conveyed. The personality of the man behind the note—Ie style Cest l’homme—may be replaced 

py the individuality of the person making the translation, or be colored by wt. Amd by virtue of the law that 

On re-reading the exchange of diplomatic notes between Austria-Hungary and the United States, | not only what is said is of importance, but how %# is said, millions of’ persons may be affected wrongly in 

the student of international psychology and tnternational affairs encownters one important and, indeed, | their judgment of the “tone” of a note. 
| : tragic factor. It is a factor which operates on both sides, and its results are as unfortunate between | For instance the finely - wrought and carefully thought-out clauses and paragraphs of the polished 

nations as between individuals. A closed diplomatic controversy is often as disheartening as a closed personal -Ausiro- Hungarian notes, point following point im elaborate sentences, with one delicate qualification 

correspondence—disillusion, regret, unrighted wrongs, uncorrected evils and unjustified contentions and pro- inoditying another in the conscientious endeavor to fix the precise shade of meaning in the exact tone, are by i 
| ¥ testations confront one at every turn. This factor is almost entirely negative and may be described as—the + 920- means easy to translate into their equivalents in English, For one thing the American popular mind, 4 

inherent inability of nations to understand one another, to speak a common speech or be governed by common | largely rebellious to sustained effort, is in danger of losing the dialectical argument or the point deduced. On 
standards. This factor is, of course, increased or decreased by the particular attitude assumed by each side— fie other hand the more direct, more abrupt and less subtle form and expression of the American notes renders 

for Motive is a key that will either lock or unlock the door of Misunderstanding. their translation into the accomodating German language a less intricate or uncertain task. 

A diplomatic controversy is therefore either a formal debate in which points are fenced for or an _ It is to be accounted as one of the tragedies of this world confllict that even among neutral nations the 
amiable discussion in which light and agreement are sought. The language in which it is conducted \fintention and spirit of the Hague Conventions should: have been subjected to an interpretation based upon the 

runs the gamut between the heaviest, most turgid legal dullness and the most courtier-like flippancy—though |' dead letter and the empty technicality rather than upon the living spirit—which is subject to that most universal 
always according to certain forms of international courtesy. Yet even this may be encroached wpon by ignoring | of laws: “that circumstances alter cases”. Of the justice of Austria-Hungary’s protest against the simply over- 

! certain. wuoritien laws of diplomatic custom or intercourse—an unfortunate instance of which occurs im the | whelming proportions assumed by the munition industry of the United States, there cam be not the slightest 

present exchange of notes. ‘doubt. The absurdity of existing laws relating to neutraldy is proved by the paradoxical, almost cynical con- 

| There were certain inherent, if not insuperable, obstacles in the way of Austria-Hungary and the United | : tention, so easily ac:epted as an expedient, that it would be “unneutral” not to furnish the well-equipped and 

| States being able to talk to each other, much less understand each other. To most Americans the real Austria- Peiiseroice enemies of a friendly power with the means to destroy that power, while at the same time surren- 

Hungary is as remote in nature as in distance, and the effort necessary for them to sympathize with the | dering the indubitable neutral right of furnishing it with food! If such a law can be upheld, itis a law which 5 
sentiments and opinions of an alien nation of whose citizens they have seen few representatives save humble im- | simply clamors for reform or restriction, and there is no American but must regret that our own country, under 

j migranis, is altogether too great, | the real and only test of actual war, should not have been the pioneer in this matter. Zt was a privilege that 
, The audience which the modern diplomat addresses in international matters,'is no longer composed of the | was nothing less than a duty to civilization. : 

few members of a court or cabinet, but of the entire press and population of his own country and that. of One great and fundamenta! error seems to lie at) the root of these wnfortunate misconceptions and 

. the power he addresses, not to speak of other interested nations. But the question arises whether, the language ; misunderstandings. This is the assumption that in the nature of things laws which apply to the homogeneous 

i of traditional diplomacy has been made sufficiently elastic for this modern problem. It is doubtful whether the | peoples of Europe should also apply to the heterogeneous nation of the United States. The United States, not 

immense and necessary task of influencing not only the immediate Minister, but the public in general, to whom | only by reason of its situation, its exclusive doctrines and tradi‘ions, but also by reison of the fact that it is com- 

the newspapers trumpet forth these notes, is not beyond the precise niceties and correct legal language of | posed not of one race or people but of all, is a nation apart. It should be subject to special stipulations that 
diplomatic form. I am myself fully persuaded that the psychologist, the student of the soul and temperament | would prevent the recurrence of such a situation as the present. America is by nature and should be in fact, 

ef foreign peoples, the literary stylist and even the journalist may prove of immense ‘service to even the most | the neutral nation, par excellence. It is to be fervently hoped that in future Hague Conferences some attention 

astute diplomat in helping him to attain the end or to make the impression he desires. | will be paid to this great human and historical fact. It is the duty of America to Americans to remain free 
There is @ positive danger in certain features of the system as it now prerails, especially im respect to | of alliances; it is equally the duty of America to proclaim its perpetual neutrality so far as European conflicts 

coumbies with different languages—a fact from which the English have profited immensely in this war so far | are concerned,—a neutrality self-imposed from within like its self-assumed independence. Until these deep flaws 

as the United States is concerned. We all know the uncertain element, both as to the letter and the spirit of | ave remedied we may persist as a form of government, but we shall not remain a true union, nor evolve into 
jhe original, that resides in a translation. An ambassador recently complained to me of the difficulty of making | @ people. 3 . ; 

: : ’ an attitude of strict parity towards both | These industries have rather undergone | would no doubt be able to assume a| NOTE OF THE AMBASSADOR OF 
NOTE OF THE IMPERIAL AND : : ; f Sep! aay aN 3 ue é 

belligerent parties? The Imperial ard | an unexpected increase in consequence | position in which the condition des- THE UNITED STATES TO THE 

ae ROYAL MINISTER OF FOREIGN | Royal Government does not hesitate to | of the war. In order to manufacture | cribed might be obviated. It would 

v AFFAIRS TO THE AMBASSADOR return an unconditional affirmative answer | the enormous quart ties of arms, muni- | presumably suffice to acquaint the IMPERIAL AND ROYAL ; 1 
to this question as well. tions and other warjmaterials of various | opponents of Austria-Hungary and MINISTER OF FOREIGN 4 q 

io OF THE UNITED STATES OF The American Government which has | sorts which Great Britain and its allies | Germany with the possibility, of an "AFFAIRS : 
|i : NORTH AMERICA taken so conspicuous a part in the work | have ordered in the jUnited States in the | embargo to be placed upon food supplies : i 

| 3 of the Hague Conference; must surely | course of the past (months, it was not | and raw materials should the legitimate Vienna, August 16, 1915. ‘a 
: be cognizant of the fact that the nature | only necessary completely to utilize the | trade in these articles between the The undersigned Ambassador of the a 

: Vienna, June 20th, 1915. and the essentials of neutrality are by | existent factories, jbut also to bring | Union and the two Central Powers not | United States of America did not fail 
; The far-reaching effects arising from | no means exhausted by the fragmentary | about their readaptation and extension, | be freed from repression. to communicate to his Government the 

: the fact that a vast trade in war supplies | prescriptions of the agreements under | as well as the establishment of large Should the Washington Cabinet be | full contents of the esteented Note, dated 
between the United States of North | consideration. If we give special con- | new plants and the| streaming together | prepared to take action along these } the 29th June last, in which His Excell- : 
America on the one hand and Great | sideration to the historical evolution of | of masses of = of all branches | lines, it would not only maintain those | ency Baron Burian, Imperial and Royal 
Britain and its allies on the other has | Article 7 of the Fifth, or conditionally, | to these industries—in short, a profound | high traditions which the United States | Minister for Foreign Affairs, set forth 
for a considerable time been taking | the Thirteenth Convention upon which | change in the indust; jal life of the entire | have always upheld with respect to the | the views and comments of the Imperial 
place; whilst Austria-Hungary as well | the United States Government obviously | land. No one can therefore dispute the | freedom of legitiniate trade by sea, but | and Royal Government on the attitude 

as Germany are completely cut off from | bases its case in the present instance, | right of the American government to | would also perform the noble service | of the Government of the United States 
the American markets, is something { and the text of which, as must be agreed, | inhibit this undeniably vast export of | of rendering null and void the outra- | in permitting the traffic in arms and 

which from the very beginning has } bestows upon ita formal extenuation for | war supplies by passing an embargo | geous attempts of the enemies of Austria- | ammunition, between American manu- : 
“ aroused the serious attention of the Im- | tolerating the trade in war material at | upon shipment, the|more so since it is | Hungary and Germany to make use of | facturers and Great Britain and her 

perial and Royal government. In that | present carried on by the United States, | motorious that only one party of belliger- | starvation as an additional ally. Allies. He is now instructed by his Wat 
the undersigned permits himself to enter | it is hardly necessary, in order to estimate’| ents is able to profit therefrom. Should The Imperial and Royal government, | Government to communicate the follow- 
upon the discussion of this question, a | the true spirit and extension of this | the United States government make use | acting in the spirit of the excellent | ing reply: 

i question which has previously been called | rule—which appears, moreover, to have | of the privilege to which it is entitled, | relations that have never ceased to The Government of the United States 

to the attention of the Washington j already been transgressed by the cule j it would maintain itself free from re- | subsist between the Austrian-Hungarian | has given careful consideration to the » 5 
| Cabinet only by the German Imperial | prohibiting the delivery of warships and by | proach even if in order to comply with | monarchy and the United States of } statement of the Imperial and Royal 
| Government, he merely obeys the dictates | that which forbids the delivery of certain | the demands of its own national law, | America, addresses this appeal to the | Government in regard to the exportation 

of an unavoidable duty — that of protecting | war supplies to belligerent countries—to | it should proceed to issue such an | American government in sincere friend- | of arms and ammunition from the United 

the interests entrusted to him from | point, out that the particular concessions | order. For even though it may in prin- | ship, that in view of the representations | States to the countries at war with ‘ 
further damage resulting out of this | granted to neutral states in the sense | ciple be correct that a neutral state ought | herein made it might give a thorough | Austria-Hungary and Germany. The 
situation not only for the German Empire } of the Preamble to the last-named Con- | not to alter the laws valid within its | reconsideration to the standpoint it has } Government of the United States notes 

} but also for Austria-Hungary. | vention, must necessarily be limited by | confines and relating to its attitude | up to the present assumed in this most | with satisfaction the recognition by the 
} Though the Imperia! and Royal gov- | the demands of neutrality in accordance | toward the belligerents, during the | important question. A revision of this | Imperial and Royal Government of the > 

ernment’ be thoroughly convinced that } with the principles generally recognized | duration of a wat, an exception may | standpoint by the United States gov- | undoubted fact that in its attitude with 
ihe attitude assumed by the government j in international law. nevertheless be urged against this prin- | ernment in the sense of the interpretation | regard to the exportation of arms and 

of the United States in this matter According to all the authorities upon } ciple as may be clearly seen from the | made by the Imperial and Royal g>v- | ammunition the United States is prompted 

} arises from no other intention than that | international law who have concerned | preamble of the XII] Hague Convention | ernment would, according to the con- | by its intention to “maintain the strictest 

of maintaining the strictest neutrality and themselves more directly with the | “ott l’expérience acquise en démontrerait | viction of the latter, not only lie within | neutrality and to conform to the letter : 
of conforming to the very letter of the ; question under consideration, a neutral | la nécessité pour la sauvegarde de ses | the rights and obligations of a neutral | of the provisions of international treaties,” 

provisions of those international treaties | government must not permit trade in } droits.’ This instance is moreover | government, but also in the direction of | but is surprised to find the Imperial 
which come into consideration here, the contraband to proceed uninterruptedly | already established in the case of the | that true humanity and love of peace } and Royal Government implying that 

| question nevertheless must be considered | when this trade assumes such a form | American government inasmuch as | which have always governed the princ- | the observance of the strict principles 

wheiher those conditions which have | or such proportions as thereby to affect | Austria-Hungary as well as Germany | iples of the United States and been } of the law under the conditions which 

| arisen in this war quite independently } the neutrality of a country. Jf.the judg- | are cut off from all commercial inter- | inscribed upon their banner since earliest | have developed in the present war is 

i of the wili of the American Government | ments regarding the admissibility of the | course with the UnitedStates of America— | times. insufficient and asserting that this Gov- 
are not of a nature calculated to render | trade in contraband be based upon the } without the just and legal preliminary con- The undersigned has the honor to | ernment should go beyond the long- 

null and void the intentions of the | criteria which have been established by | ditions being complied with—a legitimate | bespeak the gracious mediation of his | recognized rules governing such traffic 
Washington Cabinet in so far as their | scholarshipinthisconnection,each ofthese | Blockade. Excellency the Envoy Extraordinary and | by neutrals and adopt measures to 

} éffect is concerned, nay, even to bring ; forces us to the conclusion that the ex- In answer to the possible objection, | Plenipotentiary of the United States of | “maintain an attitude of strict parity with 

about an exactly opposite effect. Should | ports of war supplies from the United | that in spite of the willingness | America, Mr, Frederic Courtland Pen- | respect to both belligerent parties.” 

| an affirmative answer be given to this | States as it is carried on during | of the American industrial world to | field, to bring the foregoing statements To this assertion of an obligation to 

question—and its affirmation, in the | the present war, cannot be re-| make deliveries to Austria-Hungary and | by telegraphic means to the knowledge | change or modify the rules of inter- 
opinion of the Imperial and Royal Gov- conciled with the demands of neutrality. | Germany as well as to Great Britain | of the Washington Cabinet, and at the | national usage on account of special 

ernment, cannot be doubied—it follows lt is not a question as to whether those }| and its allies, it is impossible for the | same time takes ‘advantage of the | conditions the Government of the United 

that another question arises,—as_ to American industries which are occupied | United States of America to carry on | occasion to renew to his Excellency, | States cannot accede. The recognition 

whether it be not possible and indeed | with the production of war material are | trade with Austria-Hungary and Germany | the American Ambassador, the ex- } of an obligation of this sort unknown 

necessary that measures be taken in | to be protected because they have suff- } merely as a consequence of the war- | pression of his distinguished consi- | to the international practice of the past 

order to realize fully the desire of the | ered loss through the suspension of | situation, one may be permitted to | deration. would impose upon every neutral nation 

} Uniied States government to maintain | the exports they enjoy in times of peace. | indicate that the American government Burian, m. p. a duty to sit in judgment on the pro-
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gress of a war and fo restrict its com- { that the Imperial and Royal Government , mentas grounds fcrits contentions cannot | ment of the United States deems it tn- { analysis is as follows: | give the historieal ! 
mercial intercourse with a belligerent | will ascribe to the United States a lack | be passed over without comment. These | necessary to extend further at the present | evolution of every law or regulation as 

whose naval successes prevented the | of impartial neutrality in continuing its | assertions are suistantially as follows: | time a consideration of the statement of | embodied in the various articles up to 
neutral from trade with the enemy. The | legitimate trade in all kinds of supplies | (1) That the exportation of arms and | the Austro-Hungarian Government. The | the time of the Second Hague Conferenee 

; eontention of the Imperial and Royal | used to render the armed forces of a | ammunitions fro; the United States to | principles of International Law, the | in 1907, then describe the course of the 

Government appears to be that the ad- | belligerent efficient even though the | belligerents contravenes the preamble of | practice of nations, the national safety | Hague discussions, and conelude with a ! 

vantages gained toa belligerent by its | circumstances of the present war prevent | the Hague Conveation No. 13 of 1907; | of the United States and other nations | critical disquisition as to the result. The 

superiority on the sea should be equal- | Austria-Hungary from obtaining such | (2) That it is inconsistent with the ref- | without great military and naval establish- | passage quoted by Pres. Wilson is to 

ized by the neutral powers by the | supplies from the markets of the United | usal of this Government to allow deli- | ments, the prevention of increased armies | be found at the close of the seetion 

establishment of a system of non-inter- | States which have been and remain, so | very of supplies {09 vessels of war on { and navies, the adoption of peaceful | called: “Historical Development,” with 

: course with the victor. The Imperial | far as the action and policy of this | the high seas; (3) That, “according to | methods for the adjustment of inter- | the subsection: “Practice of States.” The 

and Royal Government confines its | Government are concerned, open to all | all authorities on international law who | national differences and finally neutrality | division which contains the passage 

comments to arms and ammunition, but | belligerents alike. concern themselv“s more properly with | itself are opposed to the prohibition by | cited begins thus: “A glance baek over 

if the principle for which it contends is But in addition to the question of | the question’, Ekportation should be | a neutral nation of the exportation of | the practices hitherto in vogue results 

i sound it should apply with equal force | principle, there is a practical and sub- | prevented “when this traffic assumes | arms, ammunition or other munitions of | in...’ In other words, this means ‘ 

to all articles of contraband. A belliger- | stantial reason why the Government of | such a form orjsuch dimensions that | war to belligerent Powers during the | that according to the practice of States 

ent controlling the high seas might} the United States has from the founda- | the neutrality of fa nation becomes in- | progress of the war. before the Hague Conference, the eon- 

possess an ample supply of arms and { tion of the Republic to the present time | volved thereby.” — ' | The undersigned avails himself of this | dition of the law was such that in eases 

ammunition but be in want of food and | advocated and practiced unrestricted trade As to the assertion that the export- | opportunity to renew to his Excellency | of a very special nature a prohibition of 

clothing. On-the novel principle that | in arms and military supplies. It has ation of arms af] ammunition contra- | the Imperial and Royal Minister for | this sort might have been conceived as 

equalization is a neutral duty neutral | never been the policy of this country to | venes the preamble of the Hague Con- | Foreign Affairs the assurance of his | an unfriendly act. 1 established this by | 

nations would be obligated to place an | maintain in time of peace a large mili- | vention No. 13 of 1907 this Government | highest consideration. making an emphatic reference to a note } 

embargo on such articles because one | tary establishment or stores of arms and | presumes that refcrence is made to the Frederic C. Penfield, | of Lord Granville’s of the 21st of Oc- } 

of the belligerents could not obtain them | ammunition sufficient to repel invasion last paragraph of the preamble which is | APPENDIX tober, 1870, | 

through commercial intercourse. by a well-equipped and powerful enemy. | a8 follows: “Seeing that, in this category | == German Exports Had | not said anything further than : 
But if this principle, so strongly urged | It has desired to remain at peace with of ideas, these rules should not, in prin- on dA ws this President Wilson’s mis-interpretation 

by the Imperial and- Royal Government, | all nations and to avoid any appearance ciple, be altered, in the course of the Me heey mmunition to might have been pardonable. But when 

should be admitted to obtain by reason ] of menacing such peace by the threat | war, by a neutral, Power, except in a Great Britain he proceeds to state in his note, im- 

of the superiority of a belligerent at sea | of its armies and navies. In conse- | case where experience has shown the ene 1899 1900 1901 190? | mediately preceding the place at whieh 

ought it not to operate equally as to'a | quence of this standing policy the United | necessity for sol change for the pro- analy he introduces my opinions, that “the 

belligerent superior on land? Applying | States would, in the event of attack by | tection of the righ}s of that Power”. Explosives 4,342 Shah zen 3,645 | Imperial and Royal Government has been 
: this theory of equalization a belligerent | a foreign power, be at the outset of the Manifestly the only ground to change | Gunpowder ........ 28 658 243 +69 | misled and has inadvertently made am 

who lacks the necessary munijons to | war seriously, if not fatally embarrassed | the rules laid down by the Convention, | Gunbarrels ........ 12 966 21 4133} erroneous assertion,’ one might venture } 

contend successfully on land ought to | by the lack of arms and ammunition and } one of which, it should be noted, ex- | Shot of malleable to say that he should in duty have felt 

be permitted to purchase them from | by the means to produce them in suf- | plicitly declares that a neutral is not et Hot polished : himself obliged to read the treatise of 

neutrals while a belligerent with an | ficient quantities to. supply the require- | bound to prohibile.the exportation of Sta Hishensanicl “4 © | which he had made use, not only care- 
abundance of war stores or with the | ments of national defence. The United | contraband of we:, is the necessity of fackuted polished fully but as a whole. At the very least 

4 power to produce them should be de- | States has alway$ depended upon the | @ neutral Power ts do so in order to etc.notleadcoated = — 4 + — | he should have read that section which 

barred from such traffic. right and power to purchase arms and | protect its own rights. The right and | Shot, nickledor lead i bears the caption of: “The Exercise of 

Manifestly the idea of strict neutrality | ammunition from neutral nations in case | duty to determine when this necessity | Co*eds with cop- : Rights as established in the Convention 

now advanced by the Imperial and Royal | of foreign attack. This right, which it | exists rests with the neutral, not witha Phseaton puget — 8618 170 | is not an unfriendly act?’ The €on- : 

‘Government would involve a neutral | claims for itself, it cannot deny to | belligerent. It is discretionary and even Pisrpoees 2ies Stun eet jens 8 2 | vention, it must not be forgotten, has 

nation in a mass of perplexities which | others. mandatory. If a neutral Power does not | Cartridges withcop- another Article, No. 26, which reads: t 

would obscure the whole field of inter- | A nation whose principle and policy | avail itself of the right a belligerent is | per shells and “The exércise by a neutral power 

national obligation, produce economic | it is to rely upon international obliga- | not privileged to complain, for in doing | Percussion caps... 904 1,505 806982 | of the rights laid down in the 

confusion, and deprive allcommerce and | ticns and international justice to pre- | 80 it would be in the position of de- Austro-Hungarian Exports present Convention can under no 

industry of legitimate fields of enterprise | serve its political and territorial integrity | claring to the neutral Power what is! Q¢ arms and Ammunition to | citcumstances be considered as 

already heavily burdened by the un- | might become the prey of an aggressive | Necessary to protect that Power’s own ge anunfriendlyactby oneorthe other - 

| avoidable restrictions of war. nation whose policy and practice it is | tights. The Impefial and Royal Go- 3 rest aritain belligerent who has accepted the 

In this connection it is pertinent to | to increase its military strength during | vernment cannot but perceive that a —— 18 100 100) 0% | article relating thereto.” : 

direct the attention of the Imperial and | times of peace with the design of con- | complaint of this nature would invite aera Commenting upon this article | make 
Royal Government to the fact that} quest unless the nation attacked can just rebuke. 3 Arms (exclusive of : it clear that Article 7 gives a conditional 

Austria-Hungary and Germany, particu- | after war has been declared can go into the | With reference to the asserted incon-| small arms) ..... 190 374/ 12 — | right to neutrals to forbid the export or 

; - Iarly the latter, have during the years | markets of the world and purchase the sistency of the course adopted by this | Separate parts of transmission of contraband to a belli- a 

preceding the present European war | means to defend itseif against the ag- Government in ‘relation ORE Export: [15 SUNS ssh ces i 1 —  — | gerent. I then go on to say: “Are these 

i produced a great surplus of arms and | gressor. — ation of arms and ammunition and that ate cs : See 5 | conditional rights to be amenable to the : 

aN ammunition which they sold throughout The general adoption by the nations | followed in not allowing supplies to | explosives under : regulations of Article 26, or may @  #§ a 

‘oe the world and especially to belligerents. | of the world of the theory that neutral | be taken from its pjorts to ships of war | _ tariff No. 346.... 1 7 te 51 | belligerent who must depend upon the i 

io “Never during that period did either of | powers ought to prohibit the sale of | on the high’ seas, [it is only necessary | Other ammunition import of weapons from a_ foreign 

; them suggest or apply the principle now | arms and ammunition to belligerents | to point out that) the prohibition of i 4 — | country, regard it as an unfriendly aef, 4 

advocated by the Imperial and Royal | would compel every nation to have in | supplies to ships of war rests upon the wa aa ere if, for instance, a neighboring _ state 
Government. readiness at all times sufficient munitions | principle that a neutral power must not through which the arms must be trams- 

e During the Boer War between Great | of war to meet any emergency which | Permit its territory/to become a naval DR. EINICKE REFUTES PRESIDENT } ported, refused it permission to let them 

: Britain and the South African Republics | might arise and to erect and maintain | base for either beljigerent. A warship WILSON. AN ERRONEOUS pass? It would have been desirable 

the patrol of the coast of neighboring | establishments for the manufacture of | May under certain} restrictions obtain ASSUMPTION IN THE that the interpretation of this artiele 

By neutral coloniés by British naval vessels | arms and ammunition sufficient to sup- fuel and supplies in a neutral port once would make it clear as to whether the 

E prevented arms and ammunition reaching | ply the needs of its military and naval in three months, To permit merchant AMERICAN NOTE: regulations of the article also apply to 

I the Transvaal or the Orange Free State. | forces throughout the progress of a vessels acting as tenders to carry supplies The Note regarding American munition | such cases.”’ 

: The allied Republics were in a situation | war. Manifestly the application of this | More often than once in three months | exports handed by the American Am- I therefore make it clear in this plaee 

; almost identical in that respect with that | theory would result in every nation be- | and in unlimited amount would defeat | bassador in Vienna to the Royal and | that according to the Convention of 

l in which Austria-Hungary and Germany | coming an armed camp ready to resist | the purpose of the rule, and might con- | Imperial Minister of Foreign Affairs and | October 18th, 1907, a prohibition of 

find themselves at the present time. Yet | aggression and tempted to employ force | Stitute the neutral territory a naval base. | dated the 16th of August, 1915, refers | export or transport could, in my opinion, —. 

in spite of the commercial isolation of | in asserting its rights rather than appeal | Furthermore this Government is unaware | to a “declaration” in which I am sup; | never be considered as an unfriendly 

; one belligerent, Germany sold to Great | to reason and justice for the settlement | that any Austro-Hungarian ship of war | posed to explain that “at the beginning | act—I merely express my regret that the 

a Britain, the other belligerent, hundreds | of international disputes. has sought to obtain supplies from a | of a war, belligerents have never re- | obscure terms of Article 26 do not more 

; of thousands of kilos of explosives,}| Perceiving as it does that the adop- | port in the United States either directly | monstrated against the enactment of | clearly express this. The objection may 

gunpowder, cartridges, shot and wea- | tion of the principle that it is the duty | or indirectly. This subject has, however, | prohibition in trade in contraband,” but | perhaps be made that I did not in this 

i pons; and it is known that Austria- | of a neutral to prohibit the sale of arms already been discussed with the Imperial | that | add: “that such prohibitions may | place emphatically define as valid a law 

Hungary also sold similarmunitions to the | and ammunition to a belligerent during German Government to which the po- | be considered as violations of neutrality | which deprives a belligerent dependent ‘ 

: «same purchaser, though in smaller quanti- | the progress of a war would inevitably | sition of this Government was fully set | or at least as unfriendly acts, if they are | upon imports from foreign countries 
: ties, While as compared with the present | give the advantage to the belligerent | forth December 24, 1914. enacted during a war with the purpose | from such assistance even during the 

war the quantities sold were small (atable | who has encouraged the manufacture | In view of the positive assertion in | to close unexpectedly the sources of | course of a war. My reply to this is 

ofthe sales is appended) the principle of | of munitions in time of peace and who | the statement of the Imperial and Royal | supply to a party which heretofore had | as follows: “Woodrow Wilson’s note in . 

neutrality involved was the same. If at | had laid in vast stores of arms and am- | Government as to the unanimity of the | relied on them.” itself concedes that neutrals, according 

; that time Austria-Hungary and her pre- | munition in anticipation of war, the opinions of text writers as to the ex- It is true that an opinion of this sort | fo the preamble of the Convention, have a 

sent ally had refused to sell arms and | Government of the United States is con- | portation of contraband being unneutral | is to be found upon page 99 in my | ¢he right*to alter their rules of neutrality 

| ammunition to Great Britain on the | vinced that the adoption of the theory this Government has caused a caretul | treatise “Rights and Duties of the Neutral | when this proves necessary to maintain } 

» ground that to do so would violate the | would force militarism on the world and | examination of the principal authorities | Powers in Naval Warfare: “according to their rights. He merely denies; that he 

3 spirit of strict neutrality, the Imperial | work against that universal peace which | on international law to be made. As a | the Hague Convention of October 18th, ; is under obligations to do this at the ‘ 

and Royal Government might with greater | is the desire and purpose of all nations | result of this examination it has come | 1907” (published by Mohr at Tiibingen). | request of a belligerent. He acknow- 

consistency and greater force urge its | which exact justice and righteousness in | to the conclusion that the Imperial and | The first sentence nevertheless runs | ledges the right to alteration as a matter 

present contention. their relations with one another. Royal Government has been misled and | thus word for word in the original: | of principle. But if such a right exists, 

It might be further pointed out that The Government of the United States | has inadvertently made an erroneous | “Belligerents have never remonstrated | it is impossible for him ever to regard 

during the Crimean War large quantities | in the foregoing discussion of the | assertion. Less than one-fifth of the | against the issuance of prohibitions,” its carrying out according to Artiele 26 } 

of arms and military stores were,furni- | practical reason why it has advocated | authorities consulted advocate unreser- | which therefore plainly signifies that | as an unfriendly act.” } 

shed to Russia by ‘Prussian manufac- | and practised trade in munitions wishes | vedly the prohibition of the export of | even during a war a prohibitive measure Se 

turers, that during the recent war \bet- | to be understood as speaking with no contraband. Several of those which | Aas never been regarded as an unfriendly 

ween Turkey and Italy, as this Govern- | thought of expressing or implying any | would constitute this minority admit | act. Nevertheless the fact remains that | NoTE OFTHE IMPERIAL ANDROYAL 

ment is advised, arms and ammunition | judgment with regard to the circum. | that the practice of nations has been | theoretically and under certain conditions 

; were furnished te the Ottoman Govern- | stances of the present war but as merely | otherwise. It may not be inopportune | a remonstrance may be considered as MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

ment by Germany and that during the | putting very frankly the argument in the | to direct particular attention to the de- j justifiable. TO THE AMBASSADOR OF 

Balkan Wars the belligerents were supp- | matter which has been conclusive in | claration of the German authority Paul For all that | emphatically object against THE UNITED STATES 

lied .with munitions by both Austria- | determining the policy of the United | Einicke who states that at the beginning | Pres. Wilson calling upon me as a wit- 

Hungary and Germany. While these | States. of a war, belligerents have never re- | ness for the state in order to justify his AT VIENNA 

latter cases are not analogous as is the While the practice of nations, so well | monstrated against the enactment of | present attitude. Had he read my treatise Vienna, September 24th, 1915. i 

case of the South African War to the | illustrated by that of Austria-Hungary | prohibitions on trade in contraband, but | as a whole instead of merely tearing a The undersigned has had the honor 

situation of Austria-Hungary and Ger- | and Germany during the South African adds “that such prohibitions may be | passage out of the text, it is not likely | to receivethe esteemed note of August 16th 

many in the present ,war, they neverthe- | War, and the manifest evil which would | considered as violations of neutrality, or | that he would have ventured to cite me. | of this year, No. 2758, in whieh his 

less clearly indicate the long-established | result from a change of that practice | at Jeast as unfriendly acts, if they are | This little work of mine is a detailed | Excellency the Envoy Extraordinary and 

practice of the two empires in the matter | render compliance with the suggestions | enacted during a war with the purpose | monograph upon the Convention men- | Pienipotentiary of the United States of 

of trade in war supplies. ofthe Imperial and Royal Government | to close unexpectedly the sources of | tioned which, as is well-known, deals America, Mr. Frederic Courtland Penfield 

In view of the foregoing statements | out of the question, certain assertions | supply to a party which heretofore had | in Article 7 with the question of the | has been pleased to define the position 

j this Government is reluetant to believe appearing in the Austre-Hungarian state- | relied on them; however the Govern- export of contraband. My method of ' which the government of the United 

|
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States of North America has assumed | new plants and the extension of the | But out of this it appears to the Imperial | munitions. to which the United States | acquiescence of Germany in that attitude 
im the question of the delivery of-war | presentplants, hasbeen madeserviceablein | and Royal government that an argument | Government refers, cannot by any means | yet, with full knowledge on the part of 
supplies to Great Britain and its allies, | the most comprehensive degree to the | against the suggestion, however other- | be regarded as a commercial isolation. | «te Austro-Hungarian Government of 
as represented by the standpoint of the | purpose of producing and exporting | wise acknowledged as justified from the | One need scarcely mention the fact that | the views of the Government of the 
imperial and Royal government. materials of war, has, so to speak, been | viewpoint of meutrality, may be the less | the export of war material from Austria- | United States as expressed in no un- 

The representations which the Wash- | militarised—if it be permitted to make | deduced, as it must assuredly also be | Hungary during the Boer War, as well | certain terms to the ally of Austria- 
iugton Cabinet has devoted to this | use of this much-abused word. in line with the views of the Washington | as in other wars in which such an ex- | Hungary, the commander of the sub- 

i question permit the various points of In this concentration of so many forces | Cabinet that it does not lie within the | port took place at all, had never ex- | marine which attacked the “Ancona” 
view to be discerned which are accepted | toward one end—the delivery of war | tasks of a neutral state to shape its atti- | ceeded the limits of admissibility. failed to put into a place of safety the 

as standards by the American Govern- | supplies which, even though not inten- | tude towards both belligerent parties as As to the reference made by the | crew and passengers of the vessel which 
, ment in this contingency, and which in | tionally, are nevertheless actually as a | unequally as possible, or in case such | Cabinet at Washington to the German | they purposed ‘to destroy because, it is 

its opinion prevent it from accepting | matter of consequence, an effective sup- | an inequality already exists, to refrain | author cited, the validity of the con- | presumed, of the impossibility of taking 
e the views which the Imperial and Royal | port of one of the parties to the war— | from altering it under all circumstances. | clusions drawn from this source have | it into port as a prize of war. 

: Government regards as valid. Greatly | a fact rendered all the more conspicuous Contrary to the assumption of the | also been negatived by the fact that—as The Government of the United States 
F as the Imperial and Royal Government | since the other party to the war is not | United States government that in the | the United States government must in | considers, that the commander violated 

has been concerned to test in detail the | even given deliveries of such goods as | opinion of the Imperial and Royal govern- | the meantime have discovered—Herr | the principles of international law and 
valid points submitted by the Washington | are not contraband—lies a fait nouveau | ment the export of arms and munitions | Einicke has himself publicly protested | of humanity by shelling and torpedoing 
€abinet, the most careful weighing and | through which the allusion to supposed | is in violation of the last clause of the against one passage of his treatise re- | the “Ancona’’ before the persons on 

i valuation are unable to determine it to | cases of precedent in other wars loses | preamble to the 13th Convention, it must | garding neutrality in naval warfare being | board had been put in a place of safety 
recede from the standpoint made clear | its validity. The parallel between this | be emphasized that the Imperial and interpreted in favor of the. attitude | or even given sufficient time to leave : 
in the note of June 29th of this year,— | and former wars is the less tenable in- | Royal government has taken its position | assumed by the Washington Cabinet. | the vessel. The conduct of the com- 

| 9 No, 59,465, asmuch as these have always been wars | against the excessive export of war! |n addition the Imperial and Royal | mander can only be characterized as ; 
y The amplifications of the American | between single powers or at least be- | supplies—as already entered into above— | government holds it to be self-evident | wanton slaughter of defenceless’ non- 

; Government depend to a great extent | tween groups of powers less numerous. | upon the basis of ee and 3rd clause | that a neutral state must not issue an | combatants since at the time when the 
a upon the irrelevant assumption that _e | Under such conditions it was possible | of this preamble. The reference to the | embargo with the intention of injuring | vessel was shelled and torpedoed she —————~— 

hmperial and Royal Government had in | that.when a neutral power delivered war | last clause was conceived in connection | one of the belligerent parties. But it is | was not, it appears, resisting or atlemp- 
f fact disputed the privilege, which accord- | material to one belligerent only, the other | with the question of the illegal exclusion | equally self-evident that it could never | ting to escape and no other reason is 

ing to Article 7 of the 5th and the 13th | might apply to other neutrals. In the | of Austria-Hungary from the American {| be maintained of an embargo law which | sufficient to excuse such an attack not 
‘ Hague Convention, bestows upon the | present war, however, the United States | market and was intended to show that | had been issued by a neutral state in | even the possibility of rescue. ‘ ‘ 
J citizens of neutral states the right of | of America are the solitary power which | the United States would on these | order to preserve its neutrality that this The Government of the United States 

furnishing contraband—whereas the note | is seriously to be taken into consideration | grounds alone be justified in issuing an | had been done with the intention of in- | is forced, therefore, to conclude either 
: of the Imperial and Royal Government | in this respect. Through this fact | embargo by due legislation. juring one party of belligerents. that the commander of the submarine 

is had expressly stated, that the letter of | likewise the export of war material from Should it, as appears, lie within the in- Finally the disquisitions of the United | acted in violation of his instructions or ; 
the rule—but only the letter—referred to, | the Union as it is now carried on, attains j tention of the United tates, to give voice | States government dealing with the pro- | that the Imperial and Royal Government 

p accorded the American Government a | quite a different significance from that | to the idea that the government of a belli- | visioning of warships are apparently | failed to issue instructions to the com- 
formal justification for tolerating the |] which could ever before have been | gerent country lacks the necessary legitim- | based upon a misunderstanding. In | manders of its submarines in accordance 

* traffic in war materials at present carried | applied to the export of contraband. | ation to,open up overtures where the pre- alluding to the law forbidding the delivery | with the law of nations and the prin- 
on by’ its citizens. It is self-evident that | Since allthese variable phases had attained | servation or the exercise of the rights of | of warships and the prohibition of certain | ciples of humanity. The Government of 

E it would be far from the intention of the | their full significance only during the | a neutral state are concerned, this is no | deliveries to warships the Imperial and | the United States is unwilling to believe , 
imperial and Royal Government to im- | course of this war, the Austrian-Hungarian | doubt to be explained by the circum- Royal governments had no concrete in- | the latter alternative and to credit the 

; pute to the Washington Cabinet any | Government believes itself entitled to | stance that the Washington Cabinet had | stance in mind, but merely the pro- | Austro-Hungarian Government with an 
: desire to deviate from a valid agreement. | the interpretation that these elements | interpreted the final clause referred to, | hibitions as expressed in Articles 8, 19 | intention to permit its submarines to 

It merely indicated that its acceptance | would in the sense of the last clause of | in a manner somewhat too restrictive, | and 20 of the 13th Hague Convention, | destroy the lives and property of helpless 
of this rule should not be given an'| the preamble to the 13th Convention, | as though it were concerned only with The undersigned has the honor to | men, women and children. It prefers to 

; interpretation which would be contra- | have been ample justification for the | purely personal rights whose observa- bespeak the kindness of his Ex- | believe that the commander of the sub- 
| dictory to the basic thought and the | alteration of standards which had up | tion must necessarily, as is likewise the | cellency the Ambassador of the United | marine committed this great outrage 

highest principles of the rights of neu- | till then found sanction in the United | opinion of the Imperial and Royal Gov- | States in forwarding the foregoing friend- | without authority and contrary to the 
rality. It is true that with the pro- | States. There can be no doubt that | ernment, be left to the judgment of the ly expositions—which are intended me re- | general or special instructions which he 
gressive codification of international law | complete and strict non-partisanship such | neutral state. But the clause referred to, ly to serve as a complement to the present | had received. As the good relations of 
tiere arises the danger that the legal} as is striven for by the Cabinet at | as appears from the report which the | ation of the legal situation as expressed | the two ‘countries must rest upon a : 

| clauses as laid down in written agree- | Washington as well as the refraining from | French delegate M. Renault made to the | jn the note of June 29th, 1915, with | common regard for law and humanity, 
ments, are to be regarded as the sum | all direct and indirect support and furth- | full session of the Hague Conferenee | consideration of the instances cited by | the Government of the United States 
and total of international law and that | erance of one belligerent, is in all cases | regarding the 13th ‘Co avention (Deuxieme | the American government—to the Wash- | cannot be expected to do otherwise 3 

| the most common ideal of international | to be likewise considered as one of the | Conf. Intern. de la i actes et doc, ington Cabinet by telegraphic means, and than to demand that the Imperial and 
mm taw, so far as this is not expressly | rights of a neutral state. tome I, p. 326) has/*in mind the pre- | at the same time makes use of this | Royal Government denounce the sinking | i stated in state agreements, will be over- Should experience prove that an em- servation of is oy a belligerent | occasion to renew to his Excellency, | of the “Ancona” as an illegal and in- 4 

mm © ‘ookéd. This, however, is a possibility | bargo of one kind or another should | cannot therefore be Senied the privilege, | the American Ambassador, his sentiments | defensible act, that thé officer who per- a 
es which should above all be anticipated | become necessary for this purpose in | based upon this particular passage, of | of distinguished consideration. petrated the deed be punished, and that : ee 

td especially in connection with the subject | the course of a war, then such neutral | addressing a neutral government when ‘ Buridn, m. p. | reparation by the payment of an indem- ; 
es of the rights of neutrality and it is in | power would be justified in altering the | the rights of the neutral state grow nity be made for the citizens of the — : 

this sense that in the Preamble of the | practise of neutrality to which it had | tangential to the circle of rights of the Aah cu United States who were killed or in- 
j 13th Hague Convention (section 2 and | hitherto adhered. belligerent. ©. | 4 ; jured by the attack on the vessel. 
: 3) stress is laid upon the fact that the On the other hand the present and It is with active interest that the Im- The Government of the United States 
} stipulations of this agreement represent | up till now unprecedented case is to be | perial and Royal government has followed THE FIRST NOTE OF THE UNITED | expects that the Austro-Hungarian Gov- : 

only fragments which cannot be applied | considered as something entirely unique | the expositions of the United States a ernment, appreciating the gravity of ‘the 
to all circumstances arising in practise | —something which—as already indicated | government in which points of view | STATES IN THE “ANCONA” AFFAIR. | case, will accede to its demand protiity’; 

; \ and which find their correctives or in | —is not provided for by Article 7 as | are expounded which appear to make Vienna, December 9th, 1915. and it rests this expectation on the 
} eertain cases their complement in the | quoted and may therefore be regarded | it conclusive that the Washington Cabinet ‘ : belief that the Austro-Hungarian Govern- 

general principles of international law. as nothing else than a “cas non prévu”, | holds that no limits should be set to The undersigned Ambassador of the | ment will not sanction or defend anact 
The Imperial and Royal Govern- | which is to be adjudged in the spirit of | the export of war material in the present | United States of America has the honor, | which is condemned by the world as in- 

| ment had therefore confined its pertinent | the preamble of the 13th Convention | war but the Austrian-Hungarian govern- | pursuant to instructions from his Gov- | human and barbarous, which is abhorrent 

exposition to the special problem as to | (clause 3) according to the common } ment does not give up hope of ob- | ernment, to make the following com- | to all civilized nations and which has 
- whether the treaty provision quoted did | principles of international law as these | taining the assent of the United States eer to His Excellency Baron | caused the death of innocent American 

: not reach its limits in these principles. | had been developed in the preceding | government, when it observes that these | Buridn, Imperial and Royal Minister for citizens. ; 

: And when in affirming this question it | passages. ' points of view, bging of a purely } Foreign Affairs, in relation to the sinking | The undersigned avails himself of this 
referred to the authorites, it merely had Moreover the suggestion made by the | practical nature, have no influence | of the Italian steamship “Ancona” on | opportunity to renew to His Excellency : and only could have had such authorities | Imperial! and Royal government with | upon the judgment of the point of | the 7th ultimo off the coast of Sardinia: | the Imperial and Royal Minister for : 

\ in view .as have made a special exami- | respect to the deliveries of food supplies | law at issue, whereby it is necessary Reliable information obtained from Foreign Affairs the assurance of ‘his 

nation of the question as to whether | and raw materials, were not governed | on our part that we should leave | American and other survivors who were | highest consideration. \ 

the export of war supplies, permissible | by the idea that a neutral government | unexamined the fact whether the pro-| passengers on the steamship “An- Frederic C. Penfield, m. p. 

: under ordinary circumstances, did not | was obligated to make. good the ad- | duction of war matetial in the United | cona” shows that on November 7th 4 

; under other circumstances involve a| vantages accruing to one party of bell- | States could assume such enormous | a submarine flying the Austro-Hungarian : 

' compromise of neutrality. A declaration | igerents over the other by adopting a | proportions, would not rather lead to | flag fired a solid shot toward the steam- AS She nk 

f to the effect that the authors were un- | “non-intercourse” system. This sug-| the conclusion that the United States, | ship; that thereupon the “Ancona” at- i s 

animously of the opinion that the export | gestion, as may be seen from the pur- | in which all the preliminary conditions | tempted to escape but being overhauled 

ef contraband was opposed to neutrality, | port of the note of June 29th, 1915, was ! of this production, human labor, natural | by the submarine she stopped; that after x 

is to be found in no portion of the note | to serve only the purpose of acquainting | resources and capital, are now to be | a brief period and before the crew ae THE ANSWER TO THE “ANCONA’ 
of June 29th, 1915. the Washington Cabinet, which had found in superabundance in the event | passengers were all able to take Me t! : NOTE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Furthermore, the Imperial and Royal | declared that it was impossible for the | of their being obliged to wage war on | boats, the submarine fired a number 0} ; 
; Government uttered no werd concerning | United States to carry on commerce with | their own account, net to speak of the | shells at the vessel and finally oe OF NORTH AMERICA. 

a principle of “equalization”. As a| the Central Powers in consequence of | augmentation of the energies of its | and sank her ae oe FC ys he Vienna, December 14, 1916, ‘ 
: matter of fact the suggestion it made in | the war situation, that it lay within the | citizens in their own ¢ause,—would not | persons on board; and that by gun fi : 

at respect to the question concerning the | power of the United States government | be dependent upon supplies of war | and foundering of the vessel a large In answer to the esteemed note which 

export of war supplies was not based | to create such a possibility. Asamatter | materials from foreign countries. number of persons lost their lives or | his Excellency the Envoy Extraordinary 

upon the fact that it was not itself in | of fact it is not the naval successes of In particular the Imperial and Royal | were seriously injured among whom | and Plenipotentiary of the United States 

; a position to import such supplies from | Great Britain and its allies which puta | government would like to be permitted | were citizens of the United States. of America, Mr. C. Frederick Penfield, 

i the United States, nay, it is even of | stop to the trade between America and | to add the following: ‘ The public statement of the Austro- | has addressed to the undersigned under 

the opinion that the excessive export of | Austria-Hungary, at least so far as non- In the quotation of a number of cases } Hungarian Admiralty has been brought | date of the 9th inst, with reference to 

war materials would not be admissible | contraband comes into question, but the | of precedent by the Washington Cabinet, | to the attention of the Government of | the matter of the sinking of the Italian ‘ 

even if this took place to the countries | illegal measures adopted by the count- | cases which, as already intimated, cannot | the United States and received careful | steamer “Ancona,” the undersigned has 

of both belligerent parties. The thought | ries of the Entente, measures which as | be accepted as precedents, the govern- | consideration. : This statement sub- | the honor as a preliminary step and as 

that it was incumbent upon a neutral | is known to the Imperial and Royal | ment of the United States lays stress | sequently confirms the principal declar- something in no _way invalidating a 

j power to make good the disadvantage | government, are also regarded as illegal | upon the instance of the Boer War, | ation of the survivors as it admits that | thorough and meritorious treatment of 

in which Austria-Hungary finds itself | by the United States. during the course of which an analog- | the “Ancona’’ after being shelled was | the reclamation, to remark that the 

: owing to the impossibility of importing The Imperial and Royal government, | ous commercial isolation of one belliger- | torpedoed and sunk while persons were | sharpness with which the American 

war supplies from the territory of such | to be sure, does not deny that in the | ent took place, just as in the present | still on board. : government assumes that the commander 
neutral power, by this neutral power | event of the Washington Cabinet meet- | war. But an analogy of this kind can The Austro - Hungarian Government | of the submarine in question should 

forbidding its subjects to maintain their | ing the views of the Imperial and Royal | in truth hardly be said to exist, since | has been advised through the correspon- | be censured, and the decisiveness with 

normal commerce with such goods, had | government, this would result in the | Great Britain at that time had not issued | dence which has passed between the which these demands appear to be 

never occured to the Imperial and Royal | attitude of the United States towards the ; orders against trade such as are now | United States and Germany of the atti- directed to the imperial and Royal gov- 

Government. It made no other objection | two parties of belligerents being a less | represented by the illegal measures taken | tude of the Government of the United ernment, might well have permitted one 

than this—that the industrial life of the | unequal one in the field of commercial | by the London Cabinet, and that the | States as to the use of submarines in | to hope that the American government : 

United States through the creation of intercourse than is the ease at present. ' prevention of an import of arms and attacking vessels of commerce and the | would have made a careful presentation
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‘of the actual circumstances of the case NOTE OF THE AMBASSADOR | AUSTRIA-HUNGARY’S ANSWER | began to put out boats. Ata distance | the steamer during the pursuit. it is: 

upon which it bases its demands. As| Qf THE UNITED STATES 10 SECOND MOTE OF THE © [cf sbout 2000 yerte Commander | untrue that the passengers were allowed 
may easily be ascertained, the present- ) saw that six boats were laden and were | only “a brief period,” im which te. } 

ines of te contents of the said note TO -THE IMPERIAL AND UNITED ST. ATES GOVERN- towing quickly away from the steamer. ae to the a the contrary, the: 

: leaves room for numerous doubts, and ROYAL MINISTER OF MENT IN THE MATTER Another boat was capsized and! floated | «Ancona was granted much longer 

even should it be verified upom ali |. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. OF THE “ANCONA.” keel upward; the passengers were cling- | than is usual for the translipment of 
points and the most rigorous interpret: | | Lge ing fast to the floating ropes and tothe | her passengers. Finally it i¢ untrue: 
ation of the law be adopted in the Viensa, December 21 st, 1915. Vienna, Dec. 29, 1915. capsized boat. As the submarine came | that a “number of shells” were fired at 

judgment of these, it would nevertheless | The undersigned Ambassador of the | — In reply to the esteemed Note No. 430, | nearer, the Commander observed that | the steamer after she had stopped. 

not furnish sufficient reason for holding | United States of America has the honor | dated the 21st of this month, the under- | there was great panic aboard, and that The foregoing indicates further that 

the commander of the war vessel or the | t¢ communicate to His Excellency Baron | signed has the honor to advise his | the vessel was a passenger steamer, the | the submarine Commander allowed the 

{mperial and Royal government to be | Buridn, Imperial and Royal Minister for | Excellency Frederick Courtland Penfield, | “Ancona,” from Genoa. On this account | steamer 45: minutes, that is, more than 

guilty of a wrongful act. Foreign Affairs, the following reply of | Ambassador of the United States, as | he allowed the travellers on the steamer | sufficient time to enable everyone aboard 

The American government has also | the Government of the United States to | follows: { more than the usual time to leave the | of the vessel to take to the boats. When 

neglected to designate the persons upon | His Excellency’s esteemed Note of the The Imperial and Royal Government | ship and take to the life-boats. he saw that the people were not pro- 

whose statements it depends and which | 14 ¢h instant, No. 5735, with reference | is in the fullest agreement with the There were still at least ten lifeboats | ceeding with the work of rescue, he a 

it apparently thinks itself entitled to | to the sinking of the Italian steamship | necessity of taking into account, evenin | aboard, which would have more than | Jaunched a torpedo in such a manner : 

credit with a greater degree of trust-| “Ancona”, the purport of which in| time of war, the sacred dictates of } sufficed for the rescue of the persons | ihat the ship should remain as long as: 

worthiness than the Chief of the Im-| translation was duly transmitted to the | humanity. Just as it has up to the | still remaining on board; one of these | practicable above water, this with the 

perial and Royal fleet. Nor does the | Secretary of State at Washington : present, never given anyone cause to | boats, _ completely filled, hung half idea of enabling the remaining boats to- 

note furnish any particulars in connec- The Government of the United States | doubt its reverence for these dictates, so | suspended from the boat-davits. As | be launched. This purpose would have: 

tion with the number, the names and { 1... received the Note of your Excellency | in the whole course of this war, which | however, no further efforts were made been achieved, since the steamer remained, 

the immediate fate of the American citi- | relative to the sinking of the “Ancona” presents so many frightful aspects of the | to lower the boats, the commander | a further 45 minutes above water, had. Fi 

zens who happened to be aboard the which was delivered at Vienna on | destruction of thg-moral sense, it has | decided, after a lapse of 45 minutes, to not the crew of the “Ancona”’ in: violation: 

~---—~-said- steamer at the critical moment. December 15th, 1915, and transmitted | given to enemies ‘and neutrals _alike, | torpedo the ship in such a manner that of their duty, abandoned the passengers. ae 

Nevertheless the Imperial and Royal | 4, washington, and has given the Note | numerous proofs ‘of its humanitarian | it must remain above water for a long ; to their fate. 

government in view of the fact that the | immediate and careful consideration. sentiments. The blame did not lie with | period, so that on the one hand the | With all respect to the procedure of 

Washington Cabinet has now made a} 6, November 15th, 1915, Baron | this government waen a short time ago | launching of the boats might be ex- | the Commander regarding the rescue of 
. positive statement in the body of | Zwiedinek, the Chargé d’Affaires at it was not able to see eye to eye with pedited, and on the other hand, ample the crew and passengers, the Imperial and: i 

this note, to the effect that citizens of } Washington, transmitted to the Depart- | the Washington Cabinet, precisely in a | opportunity remain for saving the lives of | Royal Admiraity nevertheless came to the 

the United States of America have come | EAE Ib State a report of the Austro- question which in concord with the those still remaining on board. conclusion that he had neglected. to. take 

to harm, is. now prepared in principle Hungarian Admiralty with regard to the | universal public opinion in ,‘Austria- Shortly afterwards, a steamer came | into sufficient account the condition. of 

to enter upon an exchange of . views sinking of the steamship “Ancona” in | Hungary it: ie as fundamentally | into view, which made for the “Ancona” | panic which prevailed and so greatly. 

in this matter with the American gov-| \uich it was admitted that the vessel | a question of humanity. with great clouds of smoke issuing | hindered the launching of the boats. Ei 

ernment. The Imperial and Royal gov- | was torpedoed after her engines had Further the Imperial and Royal Govern- from its funnels, and which had appar- | In the spirit of the provision that officers. : 

: ernment must, however, first posit the | joo, stopped and when passengers ment is essentially in agreement with the | ently been summoned by the “Ancona”, | of the Imperial and Royal Navy should 

question as to why the American gov- | \ ere still_on board. This admission | principle enunciated in the esteemed Note, ' through her wireless apparatus. As the | never refuse help in case of need, even 

ernment in consideration of spetial cit- | Jone is, in the view of the Govern- | that enemy private ships, in so far as | submarine commander had now to | to the enemy, and on a charge of ex- 

cumstances of the case as emphasized | ment of “the United States, sufficient to | they do not attempt flight or resistance, | reckon with an attack by the steamer, | ceeding his instructions, the officer was 

_ by itself, should have failed to base the | fix upon the Commander of the sub- | may mot be desiroyed, except after | which he took to be an enemy cruiser, | punished according to the measures pro- 

claims made in its note upon a legal | ine which fired the torpedo the | the persons om board of them have | he dived, after he had at 12.35 p.m. at.| vided for this end. 

foundation and in place of such a basis, | ;o.nonsibility for having wilfully violated | been brought into safety. | a distance of 800 yards, fired a torpedo | The Imperial and Royal Government, 

should point to a correspondence which it | jhe recognized law of nations and| The Imperial and Royal Government | into the forward cargo-hold of the | under these circumstances, does not 

had entertained in other matters with | entirely disregarded those humane prin- | receives with pleasure the assurance that | “Ancona”. After the shot the ship took | hesitate to allow the necessary con- 

another government, The Imperial and | Ginjes which every belligerent should | the Government of the United States | a list of about ten degrees to starboard. | clusion that the American. citizens who 

Royal government is the less able tO | Observe in the conduct of war at sea. | sets a high value {pon the maintenance | There was theh an attempt to com- | were injutiously affected by the sinking 

follow the American government upon | In view of these admitted circumstances | of the good relations which fortunately plete the launching of the suspended | of the prize are entitled to indemnific~ 

paths so unusual, since it by no means | 4. Government of the United States | obtain between Austria-Hungary and the | lifeboat; it tore away, however, and | ation. In this respect however it must 

possesses any authentic knowledge of feels justified in holding that the details | United States of America. It reiterates | fell into the water. The boat floated | make the following observations. 

all the pertinent correspondences of the | 4¢ the sinking of the “Ancona”, the | this assurance in the warmest manner keel upward, and the people clung to | — The inquiry into the sinking of the “An- 

American government, and is also of the | weight and character of the additional | and is now as heretofore resolved, so | its edge. None of the remaining boats | cona” is of course unable to establish any 

opinion that such knowledge would not testimony corroborating the Admiralty’s | far as lies in its power, to render these | were lowered, although passengers were , basis for determining the measure in which 

__ suffice it in the case at issue, a case report and the number of Americans | relations still more jcordial. | still discernible on deck. The steamer | American citizens are entitled to claim 

| which, so. faras its information goes, | ,ijleq or injured are in no way essential Led by the same frank spirit as. the | righted herself upon an even keel, and | damages. For the damage which ensued 

differs in essential points from the case | matters of discussion. The culpability | Government of thé Union, the Imperial | sank so slowly that at first the | owing to the unquestionably justifiable i 

or cases at which the American govern- of the commander is in any case | and Royal Goverment is prepared, | commander of the submarine doubted | firing upon the escaping ship, the Im- a 

i ment seems to-hint—Tine-Imperial and | octablished and the undisputed fact is} although it did nulw in the Note afore- | whether she would sink at ali; not till | perial and Royal Government, in agree- — 

Royal government may therefore leave it | nat citizens of the United States were | mentioned, find am answer to ali its | 120 p. m. did she sink, head on, after | ment with the views of the Washington 

to the Washington Cabinet to formulate | ,ijjed, injured or put in jeopardy by his | justifiable questions, to communicate to | long parallel plungings. During this ; Cabinet, can not be held responsible. 

the separate clauses of law against which | jawless act. ‘ the United States Government the result | further period of 45 minutes, everyone : Just as little can it be held to account for 

the commander of the submarine is | The rules of international law and the of the enquiry which in SOU SEC RE IICE of | on board could have been rescued | the damage which ensued before the 

supposed to have transgressed in con- ; principles of humanity which were thus the existing internal provisions, was im- | without difficulty in the remaining boats: | firing of the torpedo in consequence of 

: nection with the sinking of the ‘‘An- } wilfully violated by the Commander of mediately instituted, upon the receipt of . From the circumstance that this, contrary faulty launching, or the capsizing of 

cona.”’ | ihe submarine have been so long and the naval, communication as to the sink- | to expectation, did not take place, the , boats already launched. 

The American government has also | || universally recognized and are so j ing of the “Ancona,” and which is at | commander came to the conclusion that | The Imperial and Royal Government 

thought fit to allude to the position | vitest from the standpoint of right | this moment concluded The result of this | the crew, contrary to all the laws of the sea, | cannot but think that the Washington 

assumed by the Berlin government in| |, justice that the Government of the enquiry reveals the facts to be as follows: | had saved themselves in the first boats | Cabinet is prepared and in a position to 

: the exchange of notes referred to. The | (yj i64 states does not feel called upon | | On the 7th of November, 1915, at | and left the passengers who had been | furnish the information which is necess- 

Imperial. and Royal government finds to debate them and does not under- forty minutes past eleven in the fore- | entrusted to them to their own devices. | ary and certainly not unreasonable in 

molting: yi: thie esteemed note, ‘which stand that the Imperial and Royal Gov- | "00%, the Commander of the submarine, The weather at the time of the occur- | this respect. Should the United States 

would serve as ant indication as to what | oo ant questions or disputes (ents. then in 38° 40‘ North and 10° 8’ East, | rence was good and the sea calm, so | Government however not be in poss- 

- intention is, to be served by this allusion. : _ | in thick weather, suddenly observed a that the lifeboats could have reached | ession of all the exact information 

Should it however have been within the | _ The Government of the United States, | ot ottthe starboardbow, at adistance of the nearest shore without danger. In| with regard to the circumstances by 

intention of the American government to therefore, finds ee ie pope a about 3000 yards, the outline of a large fact the lifeboats came to grief only on | which the American Citizens were in- 

express an-opinion tending toward the tout: Dee te o : wig a Italian steamer loom up out of the fog. account of the inefficient manner in | juriously affected, the Imperial and Royal 

supposition that the case mentioned. Royal ae es oe 5 a © | He believed it at first to be a transport | which they were lowered, and not after | Government, having regard to the, hu- 

so far as the Imperial and Royal gov- | 2*t Oe BN Pere 2 iat steamer, turned, and fired a warning | they had gained the water. The loss of | manly speaking, deeply regrettable oc- 

ernment is concerned, would in any way | Fone sa Sera Pal reeey eget demeane shot from the aft gun, directed wide of , human life cannot in any way be attri- | currence, and led by the desire to con- 

influence the legal decision through a made ih is a ach of is oy the ship; at the some time he hoisied buted primarily to the sinking of | vince the United States Government 

precedent of any sort, the said govern- December, 1915 (the uae pane Boe the signal “Leave the ship!’ The | the ship; on the contrary, and in all | anew of the friendliness of its sentiments, 

ment must, in order to anticipate eventual pe 4107, ofthe 9th. inglant). MO) scans tide stop, on the contrary , probability to a much greater degree is | is ready, and willing to pass over these 

misunderstandings, declare that it natur- sincerely hes ba ie icone she turned and attempted to es- | this traceable to the casting-off of the | gaps inthe evidence, and to extend the 

ally reserves full liberty for itself to statement of its position will enable the | — 1. The Commander thereupon re- | first boats when the ship was going | damages to cover every injury the imme- 

make valid its own interpretation of law Hinperial ane Rove COvarnen, 20 mained quiet for some minutes, that | full sieam ahead--to the fact that the | diate cause of which cannot beascertained. 

me in the discussion of the “Ancona” case, | P&tciv€ we eae we nes . eng the distance might be increased, since | crew thought only of themselves, and Inasmuch as the Imperial and Royal 

The undersigned has the honor to ang, tO Sey oe the same | 1. feared that the steamer had a gun | made no attempt to rescue the inmates | Government believes it may regard ihe 

bespeak the kindness of his Excellency spirit of frankness and with the same | |) tor afterdeck and would fire upon | of the capsized boats—and possibly to | foregoing statement as having cleared 

the Ambassador of the United States of cancer} foe fe hace NOW | the submarine. When a distance of | shots having taken effect on the ship | up the case of the “Ancona’”’, it declares 

f America, with the request that he com- | “S08 marae - a and | 4500 yards had been attained, he started | as she fled. But the death of those | at the same time that it is prepared at 

municate the foregoing to the American De OVARY ae Rae ie upon the chase at full speed, and fired | who sank with the steamer is above all | a later date to examine the whole 

government and takes advantage of the eve naient Ee ey peer from the forward gun at decreasing | the consequence of the shameless be- | question of the difficult points of inter- 

occasion to give expression to the fact RSD, . : : distances, 16 shells, among which he | havior of the crew. national law which have been raised by ; 

' that under all circumstances the Imperial | The undersigned avails himself of | coutd observe three that reached their | As may be seen from the aforesaid, | submarine warfare. | 

and Koyal government laments the fate | this opporiunity to renew to His Ex- | mark During the pursuit the steamer the esteemed Note of the 9th of this The Undersigned has the honor to 

; of the innocent victims of the incident | Céllency the Imperial and Royal Minister | took a zig-zag course, and only stopped | month proceeds in several points from | bespeak the kindness of his Excellency 

if question no less than does theAmerican for Foreign Affairs, the assurance of his | When hit for the third time. Thereupon | incorrect conclusions. The information | the Ambassador of the United States in i 

government, and at the same time makes | highest consideration. the Commander suspended fire. i communicated to the United States | bringing the foregoing to the knowledge 
use of the opportunity to renew to his Frederic C. Penfield, m. p. Already during her flight, when going Government, that the steamer was. at | of the United States Government, and at 

Excellency the Ambassador, assurances at full speed the steamer had fowered | once fired on with ball (solid shot to- | the same time makes use of this ac- 

of ‘his sentiments of distinguished con- ; roe some boats containing passengers. These | ward the steamship) is incorrect. It is | casion to renew to his Excellency his 

sideration. Buridn, m. p. capsized at once. After stopping she '-untrue that the submarine “overhauled” ' sentiments of distinguished consideration, 
Buridn,; m. p. 
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